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Abstract

A fundamental problem in autonomous underwater robotics is the high latency
between the capture of image data and the time at which operators are able to gain
a visual understanding of the survey environment. Typical missions can generate
imagery at rates hundreds of times greater than highly compressed images can be
transmited acoustically, delaying that understanding until after the vehicle has been
recovered and the data analyzed. While automated classification algorithms can
lessen the burden on human annotators after a mission, most are too computationally
expensive or lack the robustness to run in situ on a vehicle. Fast algorithms designed
for mission-time performance could lessen the latency of understanding by producing
low-bandwidth semantic maps of the survey area that can then be telemetered back
to operators during a mission.

This thesis presents a lightweight framework for processing imagery in real time
aboard a robotic vehicle. We begin with a review of pre-processing techniques for
correcting illumination and attenuation artifacts in underwater images, presenting
our own approach based on multi-sensor fusion and a strong physical model. Next, we
construct a novel image pyramid structure that can reduce the complexity necessary
to compute features across multiple scales by an order of magnitude and recommend
features which are fast to compute and invariant to underwater artifacts. Finally, we
implement our framework on real underwater datasets and demonstrate how it can be
used to select summary images for the purpose of creating low-bandwidth semantic
maps capable of being transmitted acoustically.

Thesis Supervisor: Hanumant Singh

Title: Associate Scientist

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Seventy percent of the Earth’s surface is covered by water, below which lie diverse

ecosystems, rare geological formations, important archeological sites, and a wealth

of natural resources. Understanding and quantifying these areas presents unique

challenges for the robotic imaging platforms required to access such remote locations.

Low-bandwidth acoustic communications prevent the transmission of images in real-

time, while the large volumes of data collected often exceed the practical limits of

exhaustive human analysis. As a result, the paradigm of underwater exploration has

a high latency of understanding between the capture of image data and the time at

which operators are able to gain a visual understanding of the survey environment.

While there have been advancements in automated classification algorithms, they

rely on corrected imagery free of illumination and attenuation artifacts and are ill-

suited to running on processor-limited robotic vehicles. The overarching contribution

of this thesis is to reduce the latency of understanding by developing a lightweight

framework for processing images in real time aboard robotic vehicles. Where correc-

tion, classification, and communication have previously been considered as separate

problems, we consider them jointly in the context of invariant features and semantic

compression.
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1.1 Underwater Robotics

Underwater vehicles can be grouped into three main categories: Human Occupied

Vehicles (HOVs) such as the well-recognized Alvin submersible [176]; Remotely Op-

erated Vehicles (ROVs) such as Jason [8] or the towed HabCam system [164]; Au-

tonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) such as SeaBED [150] or REMUS [110]. Both

HOVs and ROVs empower an operator with real-time data and visual feedback of

the survey environment provided, in the case of ROVs, that the tether connecting

the ROV to the surface ship has sufficient bandwidth [13]. AUVs, in contrast, are

detached from the surface, allowing them to roam as far from a support ship as their

batteries will permit while limiting the control and contact an operator has with the

vehicle during a mission. Given these differences, AUVs will often be used as scouts

to locate regions of interest that will later be surveyed by HOVs or ROVs [86]. While

this thesis is primarily concerned with AUVs, much of the work can be applied to

other robotic vehicles as well.

Terrestrial robots often rely on Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites for

reliable localization, but these signals do not penetrate deep enough into the water

column to be useful for navigation. Instead, underwater robots generally rely on an

initial GPS fix at the surface and then estimate their location based on dead reckon-

ing from on-board sensor measurements. AUVs carry a suite of navigational sensors

including a magnetic compass, pressure sensors, acoustic altimeters, various attitude

and rate sensors, and bottom-locking acoustic doppler sensors [88]. However, the

position error grows unbounded in time without external inputs. A common method

of bounding this error is to use a long baseline (LBL) network of stationary transpon-

ders that are deployed from a ship and act like an underwater network of acoustic

GPS beacons [177]. Ultra-short baseline (USBL) systems have been used for navi-

gation as well as homing situations [3]. Other methods include remembering visual

landmarks throughout the mission using optical [39] or acoustic [78] measurements.

It is common for mapping sensors like cameras and multibeam sonars to have much

higher resolutions than navigational sensors, so self-consistent maps have been creat-
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ing from optical measurements [134], acoustic measurements [138], and from fusing

both together [91].

Without a physical link to the surface, AUVs rely on acoustic signals to com-

municate with shipboard operators. These channels have very limited bandwidth

with throughput on the order of tens of bytes per second depending on range, packet

size, other uses of the channel (for instance, navigation sensors), and latencies due

to the speed of sound in water [49, 159]. While much higher data rates have been

achieved using underwater optical modems for vehicle control [32] and two-way com-

munication [33], these systems are limited to ranges on the order of 100 meters and

are inadequate for long-range communication [40]. In the absence of mission-time

operator feedback, an AUV must either navigate along a preprogrammed course or

use the data it collects to alter its behavior. Examples of the latter, termed adaptive

mission planning, include detecting mines so potential targets can be re-surveyed in

higher-resolution [50] and using chemical sensors to trace plumes back to their source

[41, 77]. The overarching implication is that, with the exception of low-bandwidth

status messages, data collected by an AUV is not seen by operators until after the

mission is completed and the vehicle recovered.

Figure 1-1 compares the trends in computing power (quantified using processor

cycles), hard disk storage, and underwater acoustic communication rates on a log-

arithmic scale over the past two decades. Hard disk storage space has followed an

exponential increase in this time [61, 145, 30], while computing power followed a sim-

ilar trend until the middle of last decade, where processor clock cycles leveled out

around 3 GHz in favor of multi-threaded approaches [70, 127]. However, incoherent

underwater acoustic communications in shallow and deep water at ranges of 1-10 kilo-

meters, practical distances for AUV missions, have not increased their maximal bit

rates over the past two decades [2, 49, 87, 115, 159]. Clearly, the ability to transmit

data while underway has been and will remain a limiting factor in the AUV latency

of understanding paradigm. While effective processing power continues to increase

via parallelization, this comes at the price of additional power consumption. As disk

capacity continues to increase and AUVs capture more and more imagery, there is an
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Figure 1-1: Trends in computing power (black triangles), hard disk storage (blue
circles), and incoherent underwater acoustic communication rates (red squares) on a
logarithmic scale over the past two decades. Computing power has been quantified
using clock cycles for various Intel processors based on their release dates. While com-
puting and storage rates have increased, acoustic communication rates have remained
relatively constant.

emerging need for efficient algorithms running on low-power processors that are capa-

ble of distilling the vast amounts of collected image data into information summaries

that can be transmitted through the bottleneck of the acoustic channel.

1.2 Underwater Imaging

We have better maps of the surface of Venus, Mars, and our moon than we do of

the seafloor beneath Earth’s oceans [156], primarily because, in many respects, the

imagery is easier to obtain. Water is a strong attenuator of electromagnetic radia-

tion [35], so while satellites can map entire planets from space using cameras and

laser ranging, underwater vehicles must be within tens of meters at best for optical

sensors to be useful. Mechanical waves do travel well through water, seen in how

many animals have evolved the ability to visualize their surroundings using sound,

but there is a tradeoff between source strength, frequency, and propagation distance.

Ship-based sonars use lower frequencies to reach the bottom, but these longer wave-
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Figure 1-2: Typical example of an underwater image captured by an AUV (left) and
after correction (right).

lengths come at the price of reduced resolution. To map fine-scale features relevant

to many practical applications, both optical and acoustic imaging platforms must

operate relatively close to the seafloor. This thesis focuses solely on optical imaging

because color and texture information are more useful for distinguishing habitats and

organisms, although some of the techniques presented in later chapters could be ap-

plied to acoustic imagery as well. Henceforth, when we refer to “underwater imagery”

we specifically mean optical imagery, in particular imagery which has been collected

by an AUV.

An underwater photograph not only captures the scene of interest, but is an image

of the water column as well. Attenuation of light underwater is caused by absorption,

a thermodynamic process that varies nonlinearly with wavelength, and by scattering,

a mechanical process where the light’s direction is changed [35, 109]. Furthermore,

AUVs are often limited in the power they can provide for artificial lighting. As a

result, uncorrected underwater imagery is characterized by non-uniform illumination,

reduced contrast, and colors that are saturated in the green and blue channels, as

seen in Figure 1-2.

It is often desirable for an underwater image to appear as if it were taken in

air, either for aesthetics or as pre-processing for automated classification. Methods

range from purely post-processing techniques to novel hardware configurations, and

the choice depends heavily on the imaging system, the location, and the goals of the

13



photographer. For shallow, naturally-lit imagery, impressive results have been ob-

tained using dehazing algorithms [22, 42] and polarizing filters [143]. For increasing

greyscale contrast, homomorphic filtering [53, 148] and histogram equalization [147]

are useful. In highly turbid environments, exotic lighting techniques have been em-

ployed [59, 75, 73, 62, 95, 117]. For restoring color, methods range from simple white

balancing [23, 113] to Markov Random Fields [167], fusion-based techniques [5], and

even colored strobes [172]. In the case of many robotic imaging platforms, additional

sensor information may be useful for correction as well [11, 15, 81, 85, 131, 137].

These topics are discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.

1.3 Image Understanding

Images provide a rich and repeatable means of remotely sampling an environment.

Early examples of quantitative underwater imaging include diver-based camera quadrats

[31] and video transects [21] for mapping shallow coral reefs. Current AUV-based

surveys are capable of generating orders of magnitude more image data [149, 133].

Manual methods for analyzing these datasets, such as using random points to assess

percent cover [6, 31] or graphical user interfaces for species annotation [44, 164], are

very labor intensive. Thus, there is a strong motivation to create algorithms capable

of automatically analyzing underwater imagery.

The idea of what is “interesting” in an image is entirely guided by the opinions and

goals of the observer. As a result, image processing is a diverse field boasting a wealth

of literature in which selecting useful methods for applied problems relies heavily on

heuristics. For the broad class of downward-looking underwater transect imagery,

we can generalize two high-level goals: classifying the habitat and determining what

organisms exist there. These problems are commonly referred to in the literature as

scene analysis and object detection, respectively.
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1.3.1 Scene Analysis

Many scene identification problems have been addressed in the context of texture

recognition [136], where texture can be quantified as both a statistical and structural

phenomenon [64]. Arguably, a scene (habitat) is made up of objects (organisms),

and if we abstract the idea of what these objects are, allowing them to be simple

patterns, termed textons [82], the relative frequencies at which they occur can help

identify the scene. This is known as a “Bag of Words” approach, which has its origins

in document analysis based on the relative occurrences of key words.

The first step is to generate a vocabulary of textons. This can been done using a

filter bank with kernels of assorted orientations, scales, and phases, as well as several

isotropic filters [93]. Clustering the responses at each pixel using K-means or other

clustering techniques, such as affinity propagation [51, 102], yields a dictionary of

patterns that closely resemble image features such as bars and edges. Models of each

texture are then learned as a histogram of textons across the image. Novel images can

then be passed through the same filter bank, the responses quantized to the nearest

texton, and the histogram compared to each model using the χ2 distance [93] or other

histogram metrics [102]. These filter banks were later made rotation invariant by only

using the maximum response over several orientations [171]. Color textons have been

proposed [16] although research suggests that texture and color should be dealt with

separately [105].

A drawback to the filter bank approaches is that they are relatively slow to com-

pute. One solution to this is to directly use image patches, avoiding costly con-

volutions [170]. These patches can be made more descriptive using an eigenmode

decomposition or independent component analysis [102]. A disadvantage of patch-

based methods is that they are not rotationally invariant. Proposed solutions to this

involve finding the dominant patch orientation or training with patches at multiple

orientations [170]. Experiments suggest that using dense grids rather than sparse

keypoints for patch textons are better for scene classification [43].

Both filter bank and patch-based methods can use large dictionaries which create
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a bottleneck at the quantization stage [169]. This overhead can be avoided by using a

pre-defined and fast to compute set of textons, such as Local Binary Patterns (LBP)

[121]. LBP works by comparing a central pixel to a constellation of neighbors at

various scales and orientations. This comparison generates a binary code which is

by definition contrast invariant and can be rapidly mapped to rotation invariant and

more frequently-occurring patterns. Both patches [102] and LBP [158] have been

successfully applied to underwater habitat classification.

In some cases, global histogram methods can be improved upon by taking into

account spatial information as well. For instance, forests often have strong horizontal

gradients from tree trunks while an image of a beach may have a narrow vertical

gradient at the horizon. “GIST” features [122] concatenate histograms of gradient

orientations over a coarse grid, similar to SIFT descriptors [104] but for an entire

image. Pyramid match kernels [60] have been used to weight features more heavily

that occur together at finer scales in similar locations [92]. However, these approaches

are less useful for unstructured underwater imagery.

1.3.2 Object Detection

While many terrestrial object detection problems consist of “composed” imagery

where the object is placed squarely in the camera field of view [128, 165], real-world

objects or organisms are rarely so cooperative when photographed by an indiffer-

ent robot. Furthermore, the role that context can play in aiding object recognition

[123, 166], namely the co-occurrence of objects and scenes, is often the question a

biologist is trying to answer, making it an unsuitable prior for classification. Still,

modeling an object as a collection of parts can be useful. Keypoint descriptors like

SIFT have been used with affine transformations to find identical objects in separate

images [103]. However, this approach is ill-suited to biological variation in many or-

ganisms. Quantizing those same keypoints and computing local histograms is similar

to the texton approach [92, 151].

Multi-colored objects can be efficiently distinguished using color indexing [54, 163],

effectively replacing a dictionary of textons with a palate of colors. This approach
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is popular in content-based image retrieval (CBIR) paradigm [28, 155] because it in-

volves easy to compute global features, is robust to clutter and occlusion, and the

objects rough location can be recovered via histogram backprojection [163]. One

drawback is that colors can change under different illumination conditions, so invari-

ant color spaces have been explored as well [52].

In addition to general object detectors, there also exist many singular-class detec-

tors as well. The use of coarse rectangular binned histograms of oriented gradients

have been applied to human detection [27]. Integral images [173] have accelerated the

detection of faces by approximating filter banks with box integrals. While detecting

humans is a well-explored industrial-scale application, underwater organism detectors

often employ even more specialized and heuristic approaches. Rockfish have been de-

tected using a boosted three-stage detector based on color and shape [102]. Scallops

have been detected using a blob detector followed by template matching [29] and by

segmentation followed by color-based region agglomeration [164]. Coral reefs have

been segmented and classified using features ranging from filter banks [79, 135], two-

dimensional discrete cosine transforms [160], morphological features [84], and local

binary patterns [157].

1.3.3 Machine Learning

Training an algorithm to recognize certain features based on manually labeled exam-

ples is called supervised learning [4]. This can be useful both in post-mission analysis

of underwater image transects [84, 102, 29] and in mainstream computer vision prob-

lems like human detection [27, 173]. On the opposite end of the training spectrum,

unsupervised learning allows the computer to automatically select classes based on

trends in the data [4]. In fact, the generation of texton dictionaries via clustering

[93, 171, 170] is an unsupervised learning step. This can be useful for understanding

large underwater datasets of redundant imagery with several distinct scene classes

[158] or for building online data summaries of a mission [55, 57, 125]. It should be

noted that the computer does not attribute any semantic labels to the classes and

all meaning is provided by human input. A hybrid between these two approaches is
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semi-supervised learning [25] which seek to combine the relative strengths of human-

selected training labels with the pattern-finding abilities of computers. This latter

approach could be particularly useful for reducing the time required to annotate

datasets.

1.4 Communicating Visual Data

In almost all circumstances, the aspects of an image that are important to the user

can be conveyed using many less bytes than are in the original image. This compressed

image can then be transmitted more efficiently across a network using less bandwidth.

In lossless compression, the original image can be fully recovered from the compressed

format, where in lossy compression it cannot. Lossy compression techniques are ca-

pable of higher compression rates than lossless techniques at the expense of making

assumptions about what the user deems important. A common example of lossy

compression is the JPEG format [175] which uses 8x8 blocks of the discrete cosine

transform to achieve roughly 10:1 compression without major perceptual changes in

the image. It is designed largely on models of human visual perception, so some of the

artifacts make it ill-suited for image processing applications. A newer format, JPEG

2000 [154], employs variable compression rates using progressive encoding, meaning

that a compressed image can be transmitted in pieces or packets that independently

add finer detail to the received image. This is particularly well-suited to underwater

applications where the acoustic channel is noisy and subject to high packet loss. How-

ever, JPEG 2000 is optimized for larger packets that are unrealistic for underwater

acoustic transmissions.

Recent work [112, 114] has focused on optimizing similar wavelet decomposition

techniques for underwater applications using smaller packet sizes with set partitioning

in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) [142]. These methods are capable of acoustically trans-

mitting one 1024x1024 color image in under 15 minutes. Every 3 minutes the most re-

cent image was compressed and queued for transmission, ensuring there would always

be available imagery to transmit and providing the operator with a naive understand-
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ing of the survey environment. Related work in online data summaries [55, 57, 125]

focuses on determining a small subset of images that best represent a collection of

images. At sub-image scales, saliency-based methods [80, 83] can recommend regions

of interest within an image for preferential transmission.

In situations where image content is highly redundant, common in underwater

image transects, image statistics can be compressed and transmitted in lieu of entire

images, effectively communicating the content of the image. Images segmented into

classification masks [114] have been compressed, transmitted, and then synthesized

on the receiving end using any number of texture-synthesis techniques [38, 37, 97].

A similar scenario occurs in mobile visual search [58], a subset of the CBIR

paradigm [28, 155], where a smart phone user wishes to perform a search based

on the content of an image rather than tagged metadata. Rather than transmit the

full-resolution image across the network, a collection of features is transmitted in its

place. This has led to a transition away from traditional feature descriptors like SIFT

[104] to compressed [24] or binary [20, 94, 141] descriptors that are faster to compute

and require fewer bits to describe an image. A database indexed by these descriptors

can be quickly searched and return results to the user.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The organization of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we derive a model of

underwater image formation which we use in a detailed discussion of existing cor-

rection techniques. We also present a novel correction method for robotic imaging

platforms that utilizes additional sensor information to estimate environmental and

system parameters. In Chapter 3, we develop a lightweight scale-space representation

that reduces the complexity necessary to analyze imagery across multiple scales. We

also demonstrate how this approach can be used to extract color and textural features

that are invariant to underwater artifacts. In Chapter 4, we apply the framework of

the previous chapter to real data collected by an AUV. We show how the latency of

understanding can be reduced by transmitting both a subset of representative images
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and classification masks learned through unsupervised techniques. In Chapter 5, we

summarize our contributions and state potential directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Underwater Image Correction

This chapter describes the origin of underwater imaging artifacts and methods used

to remove them. We first build a model of underwater image formation, describing

how various artifacts arise. Next, we discuss a variety of common methods used to

correct for these artifacts in the context of different modes of underwater imaging.

Lastly, we present a novel method of correction for robotic imaging platforms that

estimates environmental and system parameters using multi-sensor fusion.

2.1 Underwater Image Formation

An underwater photograph not only captures the scene of interest, but is an image

of the water column as well. Figure 2-1 diagrams a canonical underwater imaging

setup. Light rays originating from the sun or an artificial source propagate through

the water and reach the camera lens either by a direct path or by an indirect path

through scattering. We deal with each of these effects in turn.

Attenuation

The power associated with a collimated beam of light is diminished exponentially as

it passes through a medium in accordance with the Beer-Lambert Law

P`(λ) = P0(λ) e−α(λ)` (2.1)
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Figure 2-1: Capturing an underwater image. Light originating from the surface
and/or an artificial source reflects off of an object (fish) and toward the camera
along a direct path (solid line) or is scattered off of particles into the camera’s field
of view (dotted line).

where P0 is the source power, P` is the power at a distance ` through the medium,

λ is wavelength, and α is the wavelength-dependent attenuation coefficient of the

medium [35]. Attenuation is caused by absorption, a thermodynamic process that

varies with wavelength, and by scattering, a mechanical process where the light’s

direction changes.

α(λ) = αa(λ) + αs (2.2)

where αa(λ) and αs are the medium absorption and scattering coefficients, respec-
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tively. Scattering underwater is largely wavelength-independent because the scatter-

ing particle sizes are much larger than the wavelength of light. Underwater scenes

generally appear bluish green as a direct result of water more strongly absorbing

red light than other wavelengths. However, the attenuation properties of water vary

greatly with location, depth, dissolved substances and organic matter [109].

Natural Lighting

Natural illumination En from sunlight Sn attenuates exponentially with depth z and

can be characterized by K̄(λ), the average spectral diffuse attenuation coefficient for

spectral downwelling plane irradiance.

En(λ, z) = Sn(λ) e−K̄(λ)z (2.3)

While related to α, the diffuse attenuation coefficient represents the sum of all light

arriving at a depth from infinitely many scattered paths. It is strongly correlated with

phytoplankton chlorophyll concentrations and is often measured in remote sensing

applications [109].

Artificial Lighting

At a certain depth, natural light is no longer sufficient for illumination, so artificial

lights must be used. AUVs are generally limited in the amount of power they can pro-

vide for lighting, so beam pattern artifacts are common. We can model the artificial

illumination pattern Ea from a single source as

Ea(λ) = Sa(λ) BPθ,φ
e−α(λ)`a

`2
a

cosγ (2.4)

where Sa is the source spectrum, BPθ,φ is the angularly-dependent beam pattern

intensity of the source, `a is the path length between the source and the scene, and

γ is the angle between the source and surface normal assuming a Lambertian surface

[108]. In practice, imaging platforms may carry one or multiple light sources, but in

our model we assume a single source for simplicity.
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Diffuse Lighting

Light that is scattered back into the camera’s line of sight is known as backscatter,

a phenomenon similar to fog in the atmosphere [116]. If we denote F (λ, z) to be the

diffuse light field at any given point, we can recover the backscatter by integrating

the attenuated field along a camera ray.

Eb(λ) =

∫ `s

0

F (λ, z) e−α(λ)`d` (2.5)

Under the assumption that F (λ, z) ≈ F (λ) is uniform over the scene depth `s,

then

Eb(λ) = A(λ)
(
1− e−α(λ)`s

)
(2.6)

where A(λ) = F (λ)
α(λ)

is known as the airlight. This additive light field reduces

contrast and creates an ambiguity between scene depth and color saturation [42].

Camera Lens

The lens of the camera gathers light and focuses it onto the optical sensor. Larger

lenses are preferable underwater because they are able to gather more light in an

already light-limited environment. The lens effects L can be modeled as

L =

(
DL

2

)2

cos4θL TL

(
Zs − FL
ZsFL

)2

(2.7)

where D is the diameter of the lens, θL is the angle from lens center, TL is the

transmission of the lens, and Zs and FL are the distance to the scene and the focal

length, respectively. Assuming there are no chromatic aberrations, the lens factors

are wavelength-independent. A detailed treatment of this can be found in McGlamery

and Jaffe’s underwater imaging models [74, 108].
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Optical Sensor

Since most color contrast is lost after several attenuation lengths, early underwater

cameras only captured grayscale images. The intensity of a single-channel monochrome

image c can be modeled as the integrated product of the spectral response function

ρ of the sensor with incoming light field

c =

∫
E(λ)r(λ)ρ(λ) dλ (2.8)

where E is the illuminant and r is the reflectance of the scene. Bold variables

denote pixel-dependent terms in the image. Creating a color image requires sampling

over multiple discrete spectral bands Λ, each with spectral response function ρΛ. The

human visual system does precisely this, using three types of cone-shaped cells in

the retina that measure short (blue), medium (green), and long (red) wavelengths of

light, known as the tristimulus response. Modern digital cameras have been modeled

after human vision, with many employing a clever arrangement of red, green, and

blue filters known as a Bayer pattern across the sensor pixels. This multiplexing of

spatial information with spectral information must be dealt with in post-processing

through a process called demosaicing, explained later in more detail.

A color image can be similarly modeled as

cΛ =

∫
E(λ)r(λ)ρΛ(λ) dλ ≈ EΛrΛ. (2.9)

The illumant and reflectance can be aproximated in terms of the camera’s red,

green, and blue channels Λ = {R,G,B} with the understanding that they actually

represent a spectrum [76]. By adjusting the relative gains of each channel, known as

von Kries-Ives adaptation, one can transform any sensor’s response into a common

color space through simple linear algebra.

Imaging Model

Putting the pieces together, we arrive at a model with both multiplicative terms from

the direct path and additive terms from the indirect scattered light field.
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cΛ = G

[
(En,Λ +Ea,Λ) rΛ

e−αΛ`s

`2
s

+ AΛ

(
1− e−αΛ`s

)]
L (2.10)

G is an arbitrary camera gain. We ignore forward scattering from our model

because its contributions are insignificant for standard camera geometries [147].

2.2 Review of Correction Techniques

Removing the effects of the water column from underwater images is a challenging

problem, and there is no single approach that will outperform all others in all cases.

The choice of method depends heavily on the imaging system used, the goals of the

photographer, and the location where they are shooting.

Imaging systems can range from a diver snapping tens of pictures with a hand-

held camera to robotic platforms capturing tens of thousands of images. Where divers

often rely on natural light, AUVs dive deeper and carry artificial lighting. AUVs gen-

erally image the seafloor indiscriminately looking straight down from a set distance,

while divers are specifically advised to avoid taking downward photographs and “get

as close as possible” [36]. One individual may find enhanced colors to be more beau-

tiful, while a scientist’s research demands accurate representation of those colors.

Similarly, a human annotating a dataset might benefit from variable knobs that can

enhance different parts of the images, while a computer annotating a dataset demands

consistency between corrected frames.

Lighting and camera geometry also play huge roles in the subsequent quality of

underwater imagery. Figure 2-2 shows the effect that camera - light separation has

on the additive backscatter component. Images captured over many attenuation

lengths, such as a horizontally facing camera pointed towards the horizon, suffer

more from backscatter than downward looking imagery captured from 1-2 attenuation

lengths away. In many situations, the additive backscatter component can be ignored

completely, while in highly turbid environments, exotic lighting methods may be

required.
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Figure 2-2: Backscatter is a direct result of the intersection (shown in orange) between
the illumination field (yellow) and the field of view of the camera. In ambient light
(far left) and when using a coincident source and camera (second from left) the entire
field of view is illuminated. Separating the source from the camera (middle) results
in a reduction of backscattering volume. Structured illumination (second from right)
and range gating (far right) drastically reduce the backscattering volume and are
ideal for highly turbid environments.

Shallow, Naturally Lit Imagery

Images captured in shallow water under natural illumination often contain a strong

additive component. Assuming a pinhole camera model, image formation can be

elegantly written as a matteing problem

cΛ = JΛ t+ (1− t )AΛ (2.11)

where JΛ =
En,Λ

`2
s
rΛ and t = e−αΛ`s is the “transmission” through the water.

Dehazing algorithms [42, 22] are able to both estimate the color of the airlight and

provide a metric for range which are used to remove the effects of the airlight. Since

the scattering leads to depolarization of incident light, other methods employ polar-

izing filters to remove airlight effects [143]. However, these methods do not attempt

to correct for any attenuation effects.

Enhancing Contrast

Several methods simply aim at enhancing the contrast that is lost through atten-

uation and scattering. Adaptive histogram equalization performs spatially varying
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histogram equalization over image subregions to compensate for non-uniform illu-

mination patterns in grayscale imagery [147]. Homomorphic methods work in the

logarithmic domain, where multiplicative terms become linear. Assuming that the

illumination field IΛ = (En,Λ +Ea,Λ) e−αΛ`s

`2
s

contains lower spatial frequencies than

the reflectance image, and ignoring (or previously having corrected for) any additive

components,

log cΛ = log IΛ + log rΛ, (2.12)

the illumination component can be estimated though low-pass filtering [53] or

surface fitting [148] and removed to recover the reflectance image. These methods

work well for grayscale imagery, can be applied to single images, and do not require

any a priori knowledge of the imaging setup. However, they can sometimes induce

haloing around sharp intensity changes, and processing color channels separately can

lead to misrepresentations of actual colors. Other contrast enhancement methods

model the point spread function of the scattering medium and recover reflectance

using the inverse transform [68].

High-Turbidity Environments

Some underwater environments have such high turbidity or require an altitude of so

many attenuation lengths that the signal is completely lost in the backscatter. Several

more “exotic” methods utilizing unique hardware solutions are diagrammed in Figure

2-2. Light striping [59, 62, 73, 117] and range gating [75] are both means of shrinking

or eliminating, respectively, the volume of backscattering particles. Confocal imaging

techniques have also been applied to see through foreground haze occlusions [95].

Restoring Color

The effects of attenuation can be modeled as a spatially varying linear transformation

of the color coordinates
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cΛ = IΛrΛ (2.13)

where IΛ is the same illumination component defined in Equation 2.12. To recover

the reflectance image, simply multiply by the inverse of the illumination component.

Assuming that the illumination and attenuation IΛ ≈ IΛ are uniform across the

scene, this reduces to a simple white balance via the von Kries-Ives adaptation [76].

The white point can be set as the image mean under the grey world assumption,

a manually selected white patch, or as the color of one of the brightest points in

the image [23, 113]. This method achieves good results for some underwater images,

but performs poorly for scenes with high structure. Results can also be negatively

affected when the grey world assumption is violated, for instance a large red object

which shifts the mean color of the image. Recent work in spatially varying white

balance [69] would be interesting to apply to underwater images as well.

More computationally involved methods include fusion-based approaches that

combine the “best” result of multiple methods for color correction and contrast en-

hancement [5]. Markov Random Fields have been used with statistical priors learnt

from training images to restore color [167]. A novel hardware solution to restoring

color employs colored strobes to replace the wavelengths lost via attenuation [172].

Beyond a Single Image

Additional information beyond that contained in a single image can be useful for

correcting an image. The simplest method is to compute the average across many

image frames

1

K

K∑
k

cΛ,k ≈ IΛ
1

K

K∑
k

rΛ,k = IΛr̄Λ (2.14)

under the assumption that the illumination component does not vary between

images. This assumption is valid for many types of robotic surveys where a constant

altitude is maintained over a relatively uniform seafloor [81, 131]. Correction is then

akin to that of a spatially varying white balance where the white point of each pixel
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is the mean over the dataset.

Robotic platforms often carry additional sensors other than a single camera and

light source. An acoustic altimeter can provide information to perform range-dependent

frame averaging useful for towed systems where a constant altitude is difficult to main-

tain [137]. However, this approach fails when the bottom is not flat relative to the

imaging platform. Multiple acoustic ranges, such as those obtained from a Doppler

Velocity Log (DVL), can be used under the assumption that the bottom is locally

planar [85]. Stereo camera pairs [15] or a sheet laser in the camera’s field of view [11]

can similarly provide bathymetry information for modeling attenuation path lengths.

2.3 Correction for Robotic Imaging Platforms

In addition to cameras and artificial light sources, robotic imaging platforms generally

carry a suite of navigational sensors as well. One such sensor in widespread use is

the Dopper Velocity Log (DVL) which measures both range and relative velocity to

the seafloor using 4 acoustic beams [1]. Figure 2-3 diagrams a common configuration

for many robotic imaging platforms. The camera and light source are separated to

reduce backscatter, and the DVL is mounted adjacent to the camera so its beams

encompass the field of view. Unlike many correction methods for single images that

rely on assumptions such as low frequency illumination patterns, we exploit multiple

images and additional sensor information to estimate the unknown parameters of the

imaging model and use this to obtain more consistent image correction.

2.3.1 Assumptions

We first assume that our images are captured deep enough so that natural light is

negligible relative to artificial lighting. We also assume there is a single strobe, and

its spectrum SΛ ≈ {1, 1, 1} is approximately white. This is an acceptable assumption

because, while deviations in the strobe spectrum will induce a hue shift in the cor-

rected reflectance image, this shift will be constant over all images in a dataset. Thus,

even a strongly colored strobe would have no effect on automated classification results
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Figure 2-3: Diagram of a robotic imaging platform. The camera and light are sep-
arated to reduce backscatter, and a DVL is mounted adjacent to the camera so its
beams encompass the field of view.
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Figure 2-4: Log color channel means (colored respectively) for over 3000 images
captured along a transect as a function of altitude. Note the linearity within the first
few meters, suggesting that additive effects can be ignored. Diffuse lighting dominates
at higher altitudes, asymptotically approaching the airlight color. The falloff at very
low altitudes is due to the strobe beam leaving the camera’s field of view.

assuming the training and testing were both performed with corrected imagery.

Next, we assume that we can ignore the additive effects of scattered diffuse light-

ing. This is a valid assumption for images captured in relatively clear water within

a few meters of the seafloor, as demonstrated in Figure 2-4. The log of each color

channel mean for 3000 images has been plotted as a function of vehicle altitude over

the course of a mission. At high altitudes, diffuse light from the scattered illumination

field dominates, asymptotically approaching the airlight color. Within the first few

meters, however, the relationship is roughly linear, indicating the relative absence of

additive scattering effects.

Neglecting additive components allows us to work in the logarithmic domain,

where our image formation model becomes a linear combination of terms. Approxi-

mating the seafloor as a locally planar surface, we can neglect the Lambertian term

cosγ as it will vary little over the image. The gain G and lens L terms are constant
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between images and effect only the brightness but not the color. Omitting them as

well, our model reduces to

log cΛ = log rΛ + logBP θ,φ − αΛ(`a + `s)− 2log `a `s. (2.15)

From this we can clearly see three processes corrupting our underwater image.

Firstly, the beam pattern of the strobe creates a non-uniform intensity pattern across

the image as a function of beam angles θ and φ. Second is attenuation, which is

wavelength-dependent and directly proportional to the total path length ` = `a +

`s. Lastly, there is spherical spreading, which in practice we have found to be less

significant than the exponential attenuation, supported by [47], and henceforth omit

from our calculations.

At the moment, the entire right hand side of Equation 2.15 consists of unknowns.

However, using the 4 range values from the DVL, and with a priori knowledge of

offsets between sensors, we can fit a least squares local plane to the seafloor and

compute the values of `, θ, and φ for each pixel in the image. Although the vast

majority of DVL pings result in 4 usable ranges, sometimes there are unreturned

pings. In the case of three pings, a least squares fit reduces to the exact solution. For

one or two returns, the bottom is simply assumed to be flat, although these cases are

rare.

This computation also requires that the projected ray direction in space is known

for each pixel. Because the refractive index of water differs from that of air, the

camera lens must be calibrated to account for distortion using the method described

in [67]. An example of this rectification process is shown in Figure 2-5.

2.3.2 Attenuation Coefficient Estimation

For the moment, let us assume that the beam patternBP θ,φ ≈ 1 is uniform across the

image. For each pixel in each color channel, we have one equation but 2 unknowns:

the attenuation coefficient αΛ and the reflectance value rΛ that we are trying to re-

cover. However, if that same point is imaged from another pose with a different path
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Figure 2-5: Original image (left) rectified for lens distortion (right).

length, an equation is added and the system can be constrained. For the purposes of

navigation and creating photomosaics, finding shared features between overlapping

images is a common problem. Keypoints can be reliably detected and uniquely de-

scribed using methods such as Harris corners and Zernike moments [131] or SIFT

features [118]. An example of two overlapping images with matched keypoints is

shown in Figure 2-6.

For each pair of matched keypoints, the average local color value is computed using

a Gaussian with standard deviation proportional to the scale of the keypoint. As-

suming that the corrected values of both colors should be the same, we can explicitly

solve for the attenuation coefficients

αΛ =
log cΛ,1 − log cΛ,2

`2 − `1

. (2.16)

The mean values of αΛ were calculated for each of 100 images. Values less than

0.1 were considered unrealistic and omitted. This accounted for 20% of the images.

The results are plotted at the top of Figure 2-7.

This method is feasible for as few as two images assuming that there is overlap

between them and enough structure present to ensure reliable keypoint detection,

which is usually not an issue for AUV missions. For towed systems, however, alti-

tude and speed are more difficult to control, so we propose a second simpler method

for estimating the attenuation coefficients. Figure 2-4 plotted the log color channel

means over a range of altitudes. For altitudes between 1-5 meters, the relationship is
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Figure 2-6: A pair of overlapping images with matched keypoints.
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Figure 2-7: Estimated αΛ, color coded respectively, for uncorrected images (top) and
beam pattern corrected images (bottom). Values less than 0.1 have been ignored.
Dotted lines are mean values. Note how well the triplets correlate with each other,
suggesting that the variation in the estimate originates from brightness variations
between images.
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roughly linear, which we used to justify ignoring any additive scattering in our model.

Assuming that the average path length ¯̀≈ 2a is approximately twice the altitude,

then the attenuation coefficients can also be estimated as half the slope of this plot.

2.3.3 Beam Pattern Estimation

While the strobe’s beam pattern induces non-uniform illumination patterns across

images, this beam pattern will remain constant within the angular space of the strobe.

Assuming a planar bottom, each image represents a slice through that space, and we

are able to parameterize each pixel in terms of the beam angles θ and φ. If we consider

only the pixels p ∈ [θi, φj] that fall within an angular bin, the average intensity value

corrected for attenuation will be a relative estimate of the beam pattern in that

direction.

logBP (θi, φj) =
∑

Λ

1

|p|
∑
p

log cΛ + αΛ` (2.17)

Assuming that there is no spatial bias in image intensity (for instance the left half

of the images always contain sand and the right half of the images only contain rocks)

then the reflectance term only contributes a uniform gain. This gain is removed when

the beam pattern is normalized over angular space. The resulting beam pattern is

shown in Figure 2-8.

We also recompute the attenuation coefficients using color values for the beam

pattern corrected imagery. The results are shown in the bottom of Figure 2-7. The

triplets correlate quite well with each other, suggesting that variation in the estimates

arises from intensity variation between images and not necessarily within images.

2.3.4 Image Correction

Each captured image can be corrected by multiplication with the inverse of the beam

pattern and attenuation terms. Figure 2-9 shows different levels of correction. The

top right image has been corrected for attenuation alone, and while its colors look

more realistic there is still a strong non-uniform illumination present. The bottom
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Figure 2-8: Estimated beam pattern of the strobe in angular space. Warmer hues
indicate higher intensities, while the dark blue border is outside the camera field of
view. Axes units are in degrees, with (0,0) corresponding to the nadir of the strobe.
The strobe was mounted facing forward with a downward angle of approximately
70 degrees from horizontal. The camera was mounted forward and starboard of the
strobe. Note how the beam pattern is readily visible in figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: Original image (top left) corrected for attenuation alone (top right), beam
pattern alone (bottom left), and both (bottom right).

left image has been corrected for beam pattern alone, and thus maintains a bluish

hue from attenuation. The bottom right image has been corrected for both artifacts.

Figure 2-10 shows some other methods of correction. In the upper right frame,

white balancing achieves similar results to correction for attenuation alone with the

beam pattern still present. In the lower 2 images in the left column, adaptive his-

togram equalization and homomorphic filtering have been applied to the intensity

channel of each image. While the beam pattern has been eliminated, haloing arti-

facts have been introduced around sharp contrast boundaries in both images. To the

right, white balancing each of these produce aesthetically pleasing but less realistic

results. In the upper left, frame averaging returns the most realistic-looking image

whose colors compare well to our results.

The artifacts of attenuation and illumination are sometimes hidden when photo-

mosaics are created and images blurred together. Figure 2-11 shows photomosaic of
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Figure 2-10: Example methods of correction methods applied to the original image
in Figure 2-9. Frame averaging (top left). White balancing (WB) with grey-world
assumption (top right). Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) (middle left). AHE
with WB (middle right). Homomorphic filtering (bottom left). Homomorphic filtering
with WB (bottom right). Note how each image is aesthetically more pleasing than
the original raw image, but there is significant variation between each method.
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the same area before and after correction. While much of the along-track variation in

illumination has been blurred away, there is still a definitive difference in brightness

in the across-track direction.

Several more pairs of raw and corrected images are shown in Figures 2-12 and 2-

13. These images were captured at various benthic locations between the Marguerite

Bay slope off the western Antarctic Peninsula and the Amundsen Sea polynia. While

the same beam pattern estimates are used for all images, the value of the attenua-

tion coefficients varied enough between locations that using mismatched coefficients

produced unrealistic looking results. While correlating attenuation with parameters

such as salinity or biological activity is beyond the scope of this thesis, it presents

interesting topics for future research into measuring environmental variables using

imagery.

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have derived an underwater image formation model, discussed a

diverse assortment of methods used to obtain and correct high-quality underwater

images, and presented a novel method for corrected underwater images captured

from a broad family of robotic platforms. In this method, we use acoustic ranges

to constrain a strong physical model where we build explicit models of attenuation

and the beam pattern from the images themselves. Our goal was never to develop

a unifying method of correction, but rather to emphasize a unified understanding in

how correction methods should be applied in different imaging situations.

Because robotic platforms generate datasets that are often too large for exhaus-

tive human analysis, the emphasis on their correction should involve batch methods

that provide consistent, if not perfectly accurate, representations of color and tex-

ture. Available information from other onboard sensors can and should be utilized

to improve results. An unfortunate side effect of this is that correction techniques

tend to become somewhat platform-specific. However, it is not surprising that more

realistic correction is obtained when all available information is taken into account.
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Figure 2-11: Raw (left) and corrected (right) photomosaics from a sequence of 10
images. Note how the non-uniform illumination pattern is blurred between frames in
the left image.
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Figure 2-12: Example raw (left) and corrected (right) images.
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Figure 2-13: Example raw (left) and corrected (right) images.
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Furthermore, we re-emphasize that a corrected image alongside a raw image con-

tains information regarding the water column properties, the bottom topography,

and the illumination source. Given this residual, any correction scheme will naturally

provide insight to some projection of these values in parameter space. In the absense

of ground truthing, which is often unrealistic to obtain during real-world mission sce-

narios, one possible metric is to compare methods based on their residual, or what

they estimate the artifacts to be, for which approach most closely approximates the

physical imaging situation. While this metric is somewhat contrived, it is apparent

that the approach which best estimates this residual will also provide superior results.
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Chapter 3

Computational Strategies

Robotic imaging platforms require fast and robust algorithms to help them under-

stand and interact with their environment. While parallelized computing and Graph-

ics Processing Units (GPUs) have greatly increased the available processing power

for “brute force” methods, many of the recent improvements in algorithm speed for

mainstream computer vision problems have instead sought to elegantly exploit pixel

geometries and cleverly utilize additions in place of convolutions. For example, the

use of an “integral image” to compute multi-scale box filters enabled real-time face

detection on low-power embedded processors [173, 174]. It has also seen use in fast

keypoint detection and description [9]. Other fast keypoint detectors have employed

binary tests on discretized circles [140]. Furthermore, there has been recent interest

in binary feature descriptors which accelerate both computation as well as similarity

matching using the Hamming distance [20, 94, 141].

This chapter introduces a novel framework for rapidly processing raw imagery

that improves upon existing oversampled pyramid multi-scale techniques. Its replace-

ment of convolutions with additions and bit shifts makes it particularly well-suited

for implementation in real-time on embedded processors aboard small power-limited

robotic vehicles. We begin with an overview of various multi-scale image representa-

tions. Next, we introduce our framework, based on hierarchical discrete correlation

(HDC), showing how it can be used to quickly compute oriented gradients and color

features. Next, we discuss the computational complexity of the octagonal pyramid
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Figure 3-1: Scale-space representation of an image (in red) formed by constructing a
family of images (in orange) that represent the original image at different scales.

framework relative to existing oversampled pyramid methods in the context of basic

scale-spaces and extrema detection. Lastly, we re-examine underwater image forma-

tion and recommend several steps towards computing invariant features to eliminate

the computational overhead for image correction as a pre-processing step.

3.1 Multi-Scale Image Representations

The structure within an image lies between two critical scales, the “inner scale” set

by the pixel resolution and the “outer scale” set by the dimensions of the image [89].

The concept of a multi-scale representation involves constructing a family of images

derived from the original “inner scale” image as a function of a single continuous

scale parameter [99]. One can visualize this additional scale dimension as growing a

“stack” of images (Figure 3-1) which can be analyzed to quantify how features persist

across scales.

The notion of moving from finer to coarser scales is synonymous with smoothing

operations. One realization of this is to successively convolve the image with the

family of isotropic Gaussian kernels
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G(~x, t) = c e−
|~x|2

2σ2 (3.1)

parameterized by their standard deviation σ where c is a normalizing scalar. The

Gaussian kernel has been shown to be a unique choice as a scale-space function under

the constraints of linearity, spatial invariance, and causality [7]. Spatial invariance

comprises shift, rotation, and scale invariance, with the implication that all points

in the scale-space must be treated in the same manner. A consequence of this re-

quirement is the concept of homogeneity whereby convolving any two members of the

kernel family results in a third kernel of the same family [98].

The requirement of scale-space causality implies that structures occurring at

coarser scales must arise from corresponding structures at finer scales [100]. Stated

differently, no new structures can be introduced by the smoothing operation. It is

apparent that the family of kernels must be both non-negative and unimodal. It has

also been shown that the scale-space function must satisfy the diffusion equation [89]

d

dσ
L(~x, t) = σ∇2L(~x, t) (3.2)

where L(~x, σ) = G(~x, σ) ∗ I(~x) is the scale-space function and I(~x) is the origi-

nal image. Intuitively speaking, fine scale details are “diffused” into the surrounding

intensity. In some applications, such as edge detection or segmentation, the ten-

dency of the Gaussian kernel to blur intensity step changes is undesirable. This issue

has given rise to nonlinear scale-space methods such as anisotropic diffusion [126]

which adaptively smooths regions of uniform intensity while preserving edges. Sim-

ilar approaches have employed morphological operators [12, 72]. Impressive color

segmentation results have also been obtained using the mean shift algorithm [26].

In practice, the continuous scale-space function L(~x, σ) must be calculated at regu-

lar pixel grid nodes ~p = [m,n] at distinct scale levels `. The original image I[~p, ` = 0]

is convolved with discrete kernels designed to as closely as possible approximate a

Gaussian distribution [17]. Significant reductions in computational complexity can

be achieved if the sampling nodes ~p` are simultaneously downsampled with each sub-
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Figure 3-2: The image pyramid representation.

sequent level of scale-space - this approach is known as hierarchical discrete correlation

(HDC) [19]. To satisfy the homogeneity constraint, ~p` can only take on a limited set

of geometries in two dimensions.

Image pyramids are by far the most popular geometry of HDCs [139]. Each scale

level ` = 0, 1, 2, ... corresponds to a doubling of the scale parameter σ = r`−1 where

r = 2 is the order of the pyramid [19]. The node spacing s = r` also doubles while

the number nodes in each level P` = P0r
−2` decreases by 1

4
, resulting in a pyramid-

shaped image “stack” (Figure 3-2). The corresponding kernel function K must be

positive, symmetric, normalized, unimodal, and satisfy the property of equal contri-

bution, meaning that each node in a level must contribute equally to the nodes in the

next level [19]. It must also have sufficient support to prevent aliasing given the par-

ticular downsampling rate. Another attractive kernel property is linear separability

K[m,n] = KM [m]KN [n] which allows for faster computation [17].

Both Gaussian pyramids and scale-spaces recursively remove high-frequency detail

from images. By subtracting a higher level from its lower level, with appropriate

upsampling to match node spacings, a band-pass Laplacian pyramid can be obtained.

In place of isotropic kernels, pyramids formed from banks of steerable filters [48] or

orthogonal wavelet bases [161] are possible as well. These representations constitute
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the foundation of many current texture [66] and image compression algorithms [114,

142, 154].

A drawback of the conventional pyramid is that sampling resolution in the scale

direction is relatively sparse. While this is advantageous for compression, it makes

it difficult to reliably match features across scales [99]. Finer scale resolution can

be obtained with an “oversampled” or “hybrid” pyramid by convolving the same

level with multiple Gaussians so that they share the same sampling resolution [101].

The next level can then be computed by resampling one of the top images in the

stack [104]. While this approach can achieve an arbitrarily fine scale resolution, it

comes at the cost of many additional convolutions. Another drawback to pyramid

representations is that they are not shift invariant [99].

Other two-dimensional geometries of ~p` with lower orders r are possible using HDC

to achieve finer scale resolutions [19]. Figure 3-3 shows four possible node geometries

for the first three levels. When the nodes of an upper level fall between nodes of a

lower level, then an even-sized kernel is used. When nodes coincide, an odd kernel is

used. At the upper left of the figure is the aforementioned image pyramid of order

r = 2. An even kernel is shown, but an odd kernel configuration could just as easy

be implemented here. At the upper right is a fractional order r = 3
2

requiring an

asymmetric odd kernel. Some geometries induce an unavoidable rotation of the grid

axes, as seen in the lower row. At left is an odd kernel of order r =
√

2, and at right

is a configuration of order r =
√

5
2

that requires alternating odd and even kernels.

These concepts have also been extrapolated beyond Cartesian grids to hexagonal [18]

and irregular [111] sampling grids.

Oversampled pyramids have received much more attention in the literature than

these more “exotic” geometries for several reasons. For one, regular pyramids present

an elegant and intuitive framework while allowing more freedom in scale resolution

and kernel design, particularly when compared with the need for asymmetric or alter-

nating kernels. Another reason is that pyramid representations generalize well from

1 to higher dimensions, while many of the two-dimensional node geometries do not

extent to higher or even 1 dimension. Furthermore, the rotated HDC geometries
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Figure 3-3: Several two-dimensional HDC rectangular node geometries for levels ` =
0, 1, 2. Nodes of ~p0 are depicted as dots, ~p1 are circles, ~p2 are squares. Even symmetric
kernel of order r = 2 (upper left). Odd asymmetric kernel of order r = 3

2
(upper

right). Odd symmetric kernel of order r =
√

2 (bottom left). Alternating odd and

even kernels of order r =
√

5
2

(bottom right). Note how the odd levels are rotated in

the lower two cases.
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Figure 3-4: The two-dimensional rotating HDC node geometry used in our framework
of order r =

√
2 with a symmetric even kernel.

are somewhat unusual to visualize and correlating nodes between rotated levels is

nontrivial. Despite this, we feel that one particular rotated HDC geometry has been

overlooked for its potential usefulness in real-time embedded imaging applications. In

the following section, we build a novel framework around this geometry and discuss

its application to computing several well-studied features.

3.2 The Octagonal Pyramid

HDC provides useful geometries around which one can design kernels and frameworks

for fast image analysis. We start with the HDC node geometry shown in Figure 3-4

of order r =
√

2 with an even symmetric kernel. Rather than designing a kernel by

discretizing an ideal continuous distribution, we start with the simplest possible kernel

and observe its behavior when recursively computed up the pyramid. We discuss how

gradients and color features can be efficiently computed in our framework, which we

call the octagonal pyramid for reasons we will discuss shortly.

3.2.1 Formulation

The simplest possible two-dimensional even kernel function is
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K =
1

4

 1 1

1 1

 . (3.3)

When implemented using the pyramid in Figure 3-2 with the node geometry in

the upper left of Figure 3-3, the rectangular kernel shape does not change. This

is a drawback of using small box kernels - although they are simple to compute,

their shape persists through repeated convolutions and downsamplings. However,

when this kernel is implemented recursively using the node geometry of Figure 3-4,

the result roughly approximates the shape of a Gaussian distribution. Figure 3-5

compares equivalent variance Gaussian kernels alongside the recursively generated

kernels. Each row depicts levels ` = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 16 from top to bottom. The plots

in the right column display the cumulative kernel weights as a function of the kernel

radius, equivalent to integrating over the angles in polar coordinates. Each kernel

has been normalized to 1. Importantly, for equivalent scale parameters, both kernel

families are blurring local information at similar spatial scales. Also, the cumulative

weights of both appear to smooth at similar rates.

The notion that repeated convolutions result in Gaussian-like behavior sounds

analogous to the Central Limit Theorem [90, 162] but this is not the case. Importantly,

the variables we are convolving are not independent, but are groupings of four impulse

functions whose radius and orientation changes regularly with each pyramid level.

Furthermore, while the resulting asymptotic distribution is Gaussian-like, there are

key differences. For levels ` > 1, the Gaussian kernel has a sharper peak and the

recursive kernel is flatter. While the support at each level of the recursive kernel is

octagonal in shape, the center tends towards isotropy. This can also be visualized in

Figure 3-6 where the mean and standard deviation have been computed within 100

radial bins over all angles of each kernel at level ` = 16. Low angular variance at

smaller radii implies rotational symmetry in the kernel. The asymmetry created by

the octagonal support leads to the increased variance at higher radii.

Figure 3-7 illustrates both the node and kernel geometries in three dimensions.

Each node ~p` is formed from the simultaneous convolution and resampling of 4 adja-
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Figure 3-5: Recursive octagonal kernels (left column). Discretized equivalent variance
Gaussian kernels (center column). Warmer hues indicate higher weights. Plots of
cumulative recursive (red) and Gaussian (black) kernel weights as a function of kernel
radius (right column). Rows depict levels ` = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 16 (top to bottom).
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Figure 3-6: Angular mean ±2 standard deviations as a function of radius for the
recursive and Gaussian kernels. Mean and standard deviation were calculated at
level ` = 16 for 100 radial bins. Note how both kernels are isotropic in the center,
while the recursive kernel variance increases at larger radii as it tends towards an
octagon.

cent nodes comprising a 2×2 neighborhood in the next lowest level `−1. The vertex

shared by the 4 adjacent nodes is coincident with the node at the next highest level.

The axes of every level are rotated 45◦ from the adjacent levels. The structure of the

even levels is identical to the image pyramid shown in Figure 3-2. However, in this

framework we have doubled the scale resolution. The name octagonal pyramid is now

obvious, and we shall call this kernel family the recursive octagonal kernel.

Compared with the properties of ideal scale-space kernels, the recursive octagonal

kernel is linear, scale invariant, and approximately rotation invariant. Like all pyra-

mids, however, it is not strictly shift invariant. By nature of its recursive generation,

it is also homogenous when convolved with itself at corresponding scales. Further-

more, it is non-negative and unimodal, implying causality, and while not explicitly a

solution to the diffusion equation, it closely approximates a function that is. When

downsampling, it is important that the kernel is band-limited at half the sampling

frequency to prevent aliasing. At an arbitrary level ` with node spacing s` = r`, the

kernel K consists of 4 impulse functions of weight 1
4

arranged 2 × 2 with spacing s.

If we want to downsample an image I` by a factor of 2 in each dimension, such as

the geometry shown in the upper left of Figure 3-3, then K is sufficient (though not
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Figure 3-7: The octagonal pyramid representation. Five levels are shown. Colors
match nodes with their corresponding 2× 2 neighborhoods of support.
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ideal) to prevent aliasing. By that logic, we can add additional samples to achieve the

geometry of Figure 3-4, effectively increasing the sample rate, thus K is still sufficient

to avoid aliasing.

We can represent the computation of each new level of scale space I`+1 as a linear

matrix multiplication

I`+1 = A× I` (3.4)

where I` is a column vector of image pixels with locations at ~p`. The number of

pixels P`+1 in level ` + 1, will be half1 the number of pixels P` in level `. Thus the

matrix A will have dimension 1
2
P` × P`. A will be exactly sparse because each node

only requires the support of 4 pixels from the lower level. It can also be composed

entirely of zeros and ones since the kernel is uniformly weighted. As a result, each

new pixel value can be computed using only 3 additions and 1 bit shift. The resulting

sum can be normalized either by 4 to preserve the overall image intensity scale or by

2 to preserve the overall image intensity. The total number of new pixel values that

must be computed is 1
2
P + 1

4
P + 1

8
P + ... = P . Thus, the entire octagonal pyramid

can be computed for a P -pixel image with 3P additions and P bit shifts! An example

octagonal pyramid representation is shown in Figure 3-8.

3.2.2 Directional Gradients

Intensity gradients, their magnitudes, and their orientations are the building blocks

of many image features. They can be computed by convolving an image with two

orthogonal derivative kernels, often derivatives of Gaussians, and then computing

M =
√
I2
x + I2

y (3.5)

1This is true on an infinite pixel grid. For real images, alternating octagonal pyramid levels see
additional nodes occurring along the edge of the image with support regions that fall outside the
domain of the image. Depending on the boundary conditions of the problem, these pixels can either
be set to 0 or indexed to pixels that fall within the image domain. For our work, we use the latter
method to avoid loss of intensity at the edges of the image.
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Figure 3-8: Octagonal pyramid representation for the Lenna image.
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θ = tan−1

(
Iy
Ix

)
(3.6)

whereM is the magnitude, θ is the orientation, and Ix anad Iy are image gradients

in the x- and y-directions, respectively. Frequently, the orientations are quantized into

bins to create histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features [27] or to determine the

orientation of a keypoints [104]. For cases like these we propose a fast method to

compute quantized orientations and gradient magnitude approximations within the

octagonal pyramid framework. Our method is inspired by Local Binary Patterns

(LBP) [121] which uses a sequence of B pixel comparisons to generate a binary code

which can be efficiently mapped to families of patterns using a length 2B lookup table.

Computing the first derivative of a discrete function induces a half-pixel shift in

the result. Since the octagonal pyramid is formed by even kernels, we can compute

the directional gradients in each 2× 2 neighborhood and save the result at the next

level so that it is naturally centered. We use the kernels

Dx =

 −1 0

0 1

 , Dy =

 0 1

−1 0

 . (3.7)

to compute the gradients. Note that the x- and y-directions are rotated in this

formulation. Care must be taken during implementation to keep track of the relative

and absolute axes at each level. Smoothing prior to computing gradients reduces

noise. To blur the image at the same pyramid level, we use an odd separable kernel

B =
1

16


1 2 1

2 4 2

1 2 1

 =
1

16


1

2

1

× [ 1 2 1
]

(3.8)

that can be implemented using 4 additions and 3 bit shift per pixel. Figure

3-9 illustrates the effective kernel shape for recursively generated gradients in the

octagonal pyramid framework. The odd levels on the left are rotated 45◦ from the

even levels on the right.

We can approximate the gradient magnitude as
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Figure 3-9: Effective kernel shape for recursively generated gradients. The left column
shows ascending odd levels ` = 1, 3, 5, 7. The right column shows ascending even levels
` = 2, 4, 6, 8. The scale is the same in each. Note the rotated axes at alternating levels.
Warmer hues indicate higher weights, cooler hues indicate lower weights.
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Figure 3-10: At left, the estimated gradient magnitude (red) normalized by the actual
gradient value of 1 (blue) as a function of actual orientation. At right, the magnitude
error (red), mean error (solid black), and RMS error bars (dotted black). While our
method overestimates the actual value by 9% on average, the RMS error on the mean
estimated gradient is only ±3%.

M≈ max (|Ix|, |Iy|) +
1

2
min (|Ix|, |Iy|) . (3.9)

Figure 3-10 displays the error as a function of orientation compared with the actual

gradient value. While this method overestimates the actual value by 9% on average,

the RMS error on the mean estimated gradient is only ±3%. The overestimate is

acceptable because it equates to a scalar gain across the image which is constant

across the dataset. This approximation is also very efficient to compute.

Because we are only interested in a handful of orientation bins, we can efficiently

compute them by constructing a binary code based on a series of inequalities using

the gradients and their magnitude. As our coordinate frame rotates 45◦ between

every level, we must calculate at least orientation 8 bins. The orientation indices can

then be obtained via a mapping function TΘ.



Ix > 0

Iy > 0

|Ix| > |Iy|

||Ix| − |Iy|| > M
2


TΘ→ Θ (3.10)
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Figure 3-11: Orientation indices corresponding to the 4-bit binary code generated
from Equation 3.6. The indices can be reordered via a mapping function TΘ. The
maximum difference between bin occupancies is around 6%. For a 3-bit code with 8
orientations, the mapping is exact and there is no angular bias.

Using this scheme for 16 orientations, the maximum difference between bin occu-

pancies is around 6%. This error comes from the use of the approximated magnitude

value in the fourth bit. There is no angular bias for calculating 8 orientations from

the first 3 inequalities.

3.2.3 Color

Up to now we have only considered grayscale images. Color can be an important

characteristic in distinguishing between scene and object categories. Most digital

cameras use an array of red, green, and blue filters positioned over a monochrome

sensor called a Bayer Pattern to visualize color, shown as the background pattern of

Figure 3-12. Each pixel only measures the intensity over a single color channel, and

the process of estimating the two unknown color channels at each pixel is known as

demosaicing. Common techniques include interpolation with bilinear or other filtering

methods, convolution with spatially-variant kernels that exploit local gradients in

other channels [107], and many other approaches [96]. The end goal of these methods

is a full-resolution color image that is free of artifacts such as moire patterns that

results from intensity aliasing between channels.

However, we do not necessarily require a visualizable full-resolution color image as
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Figure 3-12: Bayer pattern of red, green, and blue filters. In the context of the
octagonal pyramid, each neighborhood contains one red, two green, and one blue
pixel. (a) and (b) represent the calculation of O1 and O2, respectively at level ` = 1,
denoted by the circular nodes. Sharp intensity gradients will bias the calculation in
(a). Below, (c) and (d) are the resulting representation of the same computations,
respectively, averaged up one level to ` = 2, denoted by the square nodes. Note how
the gradient bias in (a) is eliminated in (c).
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Figure 3-13: Projection of the grey O1 −O2 plane in the RGB cube.

a prerequisite to computing color features. Opponent color spaces are common color

representations in computer vision because they separate lightness from chromaticity

[120, 163]. One possible realization is

O0 = 1
4

(R + 2G+B)

O1 =
√

3 (R−B)

O2 = 2G−R−B

(3.11)

where O0 is lightness, O1 and O2 are orthogonal color opponent axes, and R,

G, and B are the respective color channels. We choose this representation over

others because it corresponds well to the Bayer pattern2 and our octagonal pyramid

structure so that we can demosaic directly into the opponent space. Figure 3-13 shows

the projection of the O1 −O2 plane in the RGB cube.

Each neighborhood at the initial level ` = 0 contains exactly one red, two green,

and one blue pixel. Summing the color channels in the neighborhood provides an easy

estimate of lightness O0. Although weighting the green channel more heavily makes

it non-orthogonal O2, it is justified for several reasons. First, the green channel is in

the middle of the spectrum and correlates well with intensity. Second, it weights the

2Other Bayer patterns are possible, but generally differ from our example only by a shift.
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neighborhood evenly. Third, for underwater applications (which we discuss more in

the next section), green light is attenuated much less than red light, thus weighting

green more heavily increases the energy of the intensity signal. Lastly, we process the

intensity and opponent color channels separately.

The opponent values can be computed within each neighborhood via pixel differ-

ences. However, as a result of the Bayer pattern, these differences are directional and

are subject to moire artifacts, particularly O1. Figure 3-12 depicts these differences

as vectors. To avoid this, the opponent values are accumulated up one more level.

The bottom of the figure shows the neighborhoods corresponding to nodes at level

` = 2. The vector fields sum to zero and the directional bias is eliminated.

3.2.4 Computational Complexity

A key difference between the octagonal pyramid and conventional pyramid representa-

tions is that conventional pyramids rely on the kernel to approximate a Gaussian dis-

tribution while the natural geometry of the octagonal pyramid already approximates

a Gaussian distribution using the simplest of kernels. Let’s compare the octagonal

pyramid with a conventional pyramid using the 5× 5 separable kernel

K5 =
1

400
[1 5 8 5 1]T × [1 5 8 5 1] (3.12)

which closely approximates a Gaussian with unit standard deviation and offers a

balance between adequate filtering and low computational cost [19]. The convolution

with K5 at each pixel costs 5 multiplies and 4 additions for each pass for a total of

10 multiplies and 8 additions per pixel. If we only compute the convolution at every

other point (i.e. those corresponding with the next level of the pyramid), the total

number of pixel calculations will be P
4

+ P
16

+ P
64

+ ... = P
3

. Thus, computing the entire

Gaussian pyramid at every octave of scale space costs ≈ 3.3P multiplies and ≈ 2.7P

additions. The octagonal pyramid, on the other hand, merely sums the values in

2× 2 neighborhoods which can be normalized with a simple bit shift. Accumulating

at every half-octave, it requires P
2

+ P
4

+ P
8

+ ... = P total pixel calculations, for a
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Figure 3-14: Structure of the oversampled pyramid. Each level is convolved with
several kernels, the second highest of which is downsampled to form the next octave
level. Extrema can be detected for the 2 levels within each octave by comparing a
pixel’s value with its 26 neighbors. Note that the levels ` shown here are half the
value of the levels for the octagonal pyramid.

grand total of 3P additions and P bit shifts.

When finer scale resolution is required, such as for detecting local extrema, an

oversampled pyramid is used [101]. Local scale-space extrema are useful for keypoint

detection [99, 104, 168] as well as localizing objects using color histogram backprojec-

tion [163]. It has been shown that sampling 3 times per scale octave produces optimal

repeatability, but reducing the scale sampling to 2 per octave does not dramatically

decrease the performance [104]. To sample more finely in scale, we can use a 3 × 3

separable kernel with standard deviation σ =
√

2
2

which requires 6 multiplications

and 4 additions per pixel. Using these three levels, we can detect extrema at the

half-octave, but we must convolve with a third kernel of standard deviation σ =
√

2

to detect maxima at the next full octave as well. We assume this third kernel has the

same complexity as the 5× 5 kernel.

Figure 3-14 shows the structure of the oversampled pyramid. Each level is con-
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volved with three kernels separated by a constant multiplicative scale factor of
√

2.

The second-highest level in each stack is downsampled to form the base of the next

octave. The total number of operations for each pixel is 26 multiplies and 20 adds.

Computed at each level P + P
4

+ P
16

+ ... = 4
3
P yields a grand total of ≈ 34.7 multiplies

and ≈ 26.7 adds. Extrema detection requires the equivalent of 26 subtracts, one for

each neighbor, for a total of ≈ 34.7 subtracts to detect all extrema.

Amazingly, the equivalent representation using the octagonal pyramid still re-

quires only 3P adds and P bit shifts! This is because the octagonal pyramid naturally

has levels separated by a constant multiplicative scale factor of
√

2. Furthermore, the

node geometry, shown in Figure 4-2, is such that there are only 14 neighbors - 8 in the

same level, 4 in the lower level, and 2 in the higher level. Subsequently, computing

extrema for the P
2

+ P
4

+ P
8

+ ... = P pixel locations requires 14P operations. In

both cases, the extrema computations will be much lower as many of the potential

extrema will be eliminated within the first few checks [104]. Depending on the inte-

ger bit depth and how the processor computes multiplications, the octagonal pyramid

represents close to an order of magnitude reduction in computation over traditional

oversampled pyramid methods.

3.3 Considerations for Underwater Imagery

Correcting underwater imagery for illumination and attenuation artifacts represents

a significant pre-processing step that cannot be ignored when discussing “real-time”

algorithms for practical underwater imaging applications. However, as we do not

require a visualizable image as a prerequisite to automated feature extraction, it is

feasible that we can design features which will be invariant, or at least insensitive,

to underwater artifacts, bypassing the correction step and reducing the computation

overhead. While some features do have attractive qualities in the context of under-

water imaging, to our knowledge no study has yet been performed assessing features

for their invariance to underwater artifacts. We begin with a review of underwater

image formation, then move forward with recommendations for constructing useful
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Figure 3-15: Structure of the octagonal pyramid. Each node in the octagonal pyramid
has 14 neighbors - 8 in the same level `, 4 in the next lowest level `− 1, and 2 in the
next highest level `+ 1.

intensity and color features, respectively.

3.3.1 Review of Underwater Image Formation

In the previous chapter we developed a model of underwater image formation for

robotic vehicles under the assumptions of no natural light, a single artificial source,

and negligible scattering and spreading effects at low-altitudes.

cΛ = BP θ,φ rΛ e−αΛ` (3.13)

The captured image cΛ for color channel Λ is the product of the illumination

source’s angularly-dependent beam patternBP θ,φ, the reflectance rΛ, and the wavelength-

dependent exponential attenuation αΛ over path length `. As we saw, working in the

logarithmic domain transforms the equation into a sum of terms.

logcΛ = logBP θ,φ + logrΛ − αΛ` (3.14)
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Because red light is attenuated so much more strongly than green or blue light,

the use of high dynamic range cameras is necessary to obtain adequate resolution in

the red channel for the logarithmic transform to be useful.

3.3.2 Illumination Invariance

The intensity artifacts in underwater imagery originate both from the beam pattern

of the light source and from attenuation with path length across all color channels.

These phenomena are computationally expensive to estimate accurately. However, if

we assume that both the beam pattern and the path lengths are slowly varying (i.e.

there are no “cliffs” in the topography) such that ∇BP θ,φ ≈ 0 and ∇` ≈ 0 at small

enough scales, then the gradient of the log of the image can be considered invariant

to intensity artifacts with low spatial frequencies.

∇logcΛ ≈ ∇logrΛ (3.15)

Using the same demosaicing strategy as before, we can first compute the log of

each pixel value

OL0 =
1

4
(logR + 2logG+ logB) (3.16)

to obtain the lightness channel. Blurring the log of a signal is equivalent to non-

linear geometric mean filtering which has been shown to reduce the kind of additive

impulsive noise that commonly arises from particles in the water column [124, 129].

Figure 3-16 shows the results of computing gradients and orientations using this

scheme. Note how the gradient magnitudes are more uniform across the image than

the intensity. This is useful in keypoint detection for evenly distributing keypoint

across the image. The lower magnitudes in the corners is largely a result of blurring

from uncorrected lens effects.
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Figure 3-16: Sample underwater image demosaiced using [107] and intensity scaled
for viewing (upper left). Histogram of opponent log values OL1 and OL1 for the image
(upper right). Bin counts have been logarithmically scaled for viewing dynamic range.
Warmer hues indicate higher values. Note the mean of the point cluster lies offset
from the origin, showing the average image attenuation −~α`. Also note the cluster
in the lower right corresponding to the crab’s higher saturations in the reddish hues.
Gradient magnitude (center left) and orientation index (center right). Hue index
(lower left) and saturation (lower right). Note the shift in dominant hue between the
upper left and lower right of the hue image. This is an artifact of applying a uniform
white balance for varying path lengths across the image. However, compared to the
crab, these values are insignificant when histogrammed by their saturation.
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Figure 3-17: Attenuation in the OL1 − OL2 plane is equivalent to shifting the white
point by −~α`. Hue angle φ and saturation S can be calculated relative to the shifted
axes O∗L1,O∗L2.

3.3.3 Attenuation Invariance

While intensity artifacts have two main sources, color artifacts originate solely from

exponential attenuation with path length. Applying the same demosaicing strategy

as before, we obtain

OL1 =
√

3 (logR− logB)

OL2 = 2logG− logR− logB.
(3.17)

In the OL1 − OL2 plane, attenuation reduces to a linear shift of the white point

by −~α`, illustrated in Figure 3-17 where

~α =

 αL1

αL2

 =

 √3 (αR − αB)

(2αG − αR − αB)

 . (3.18)

Defining new coordinate axes O∗L1,O∗L2 centered at the shifted white point, we can

calculate hue and saturation using an equivalent binary code and mapping scheme as

we did for computing directional gradients. The saturation S can be approximated

S ≈ max (|O∗L1|, |O∗L2|) +
1

2
min (|O∗L1|, |O∗L2|) . (3.19)

and the hue index Φ computed
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O∗L1 > 0

O∗L2 > 0

|O∗L1| > |O∗L2|

| |O∗L1| − |O∗L2| | > S
2


TΦ→ Φ (3.20)

where TΦ is a similar mapping function as with the gradient orientation. Errors

are equivalent to the gradient estimation errors discussed previously. Figure 3-16

shows an example of attenuation in the O∗L1 − O∗L2 plane, as well as the results of

computing hue and saturation on the same image.

The shifted white point −~α` can be estimated several ways. The simplest way

is to compute it as the mean of the opponent log color axes under the “grey world”

assumption [23]. This is an acceptable assumption for imagery that is not dominated

by any one color, such as a large red coral head occupying half of the field of view. In

the presence of additional information, we can make a more informed estimate based

on physical parameters. Given the relatively constant geometries present in transects

of imagery collected by underwater robots, the average path length from strobe to

scene to camera will be approximately twice the altitude ` ≈ 2a. The white point

could then be calculated for each image using a sensor’s measurement of altitude and

an estimate of αΛ as described in the previous chapter. This approach would be useful

in discriminating between scenes that were, for example, predominantly green such

as seagrass and predominantly red such as coral where the mean of the color channels

does not represent a gray value.

In both the aforementioned cases for estimating the white point, it is assumed that

attenuation is constant over the image or, stated differently, that the path lengths

are equivalent for all pixels. In reality, this is rarely true, and varying path lengths

will bias the hue estimate, as seen in Figure 3-16, as the hue angles are unstable at

low saturations. While at first this instability makes a hue-saturation representation

seem like a poor choice, we advocate histogram binning the hue indices by their

saturation S(Φ) so that the unstable hues contribute less. This approach is ideal

for finding objects of saturated colors, such as the crab in Figure 3-16. For better
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discrimination, more hue bins could be used and mapped down to a non-uniform set

that more closely matches perceptual color distances. Methods that employ spatially

varying white balances, such as [69] or the one presented in the previous chapter, could

also be used to estimate a spatially varying white point over the image. However, in

many cases a single white point is sufficient for the entire image.

Comprehensive color image normalization (CCIN) [46] is another method worth

mentioning for achieving invariance to colored illuminants. It performs recursively

alternating chromaticity and white-balance normalizations and has been applied to

keypoint description in underwater images [130]. The aim is to converge to a com-

mon value for the same color under different illumination conditions assuming a “grey

world” and a constant colored illuminant. For underwater imaging, the constant col-

ored illuminant assumption holds for the spatial extent of a keypoint descriptor, but

there must be sufficient color diversity within the described region both to satisfy the

“grey world” assumption and to make the descriptiveness worth the extra computa-

tions.

It is theoretically possible to derive a single coordinate axis that is completely

invariant to illumination and attenuation underwater. This axis is simply the orthog-

onal axis to −~α in the OL1 − OL2 plane. A similar derivation has been constructed

to achieve invariance to intensity and illuminant color temperature [45]. However,

invariance comes at the price of reduced discriminating power. Just as an intensity-

invariant feature is unable to discriminate between lighter and darker shades of the

same color, an attenuation-invariant feature will lose the ability to discriminate colors

distributed perpendicularly along the axis of attenuation −~α. For many water types,

this means the inability to discern red objects from blue objects which is unacceptable

for a wide range of applications such as detecting fish and crabs.

Another approach we explored towards attenuation invariance is the use of log

color gradients under a similar assumption to the intensity invariance that the path

length is “smooth” ∇` ≈ 0 over small enough scales. The use of center surround

color differences [146] and log color gradients [52] have been explored as features for

color constancy in terrestrial imaging. However, we have found that many objects
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of biological interest underwater appear as a single color when viewed from above

against the background, so methods utilizing color differences are heavily dependent

upon the background color as well. Nevertheless, these approaches could work well

when the objects of interest are multicolored, such as many species of tropical fish,

and viewed from the side [23].

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a novel framework based on hierarchical discrete

correlation that facilitates the rapid processing of raw imagery, representing an order

of magnitude improvement on existing oversampled pyramid techniques. Its replace-

ment of convolutions with additions and bit shifts make it particularly well-suited

for implementation in real-time on embedded processors aboard small power-limited

robotic vehicles. We demonstrate how low-level features like gradients and color can

be computed efficiently by using mapped binary codes and demosaicing directly into

an opponent color space. Lastly, we reexamined underwater image formation and

discussed methods for constructing features that are invariant to illumination and

attenuation artifacts.

The octagonal pyramid framework offers distinct advantages over oversampled

pyramids as well as facilitates efficient means for computing low-level features across

multiple scales. However, traditional pyramid representations are advantageous over

the octagonal pyramid in some cases. For instance, traditional pyramids are still

a better framework for compression because they form a compact representation in

the context of orthogonal wavelet transforms [17]. The octagonal pyramid will not

support orthogonal wavelets because of the 45◦ rotation between levels. Also, unlike

many wavelet decompositions, the octagonal pyramid is difficult to implement as

a reversible operation. However, the overarching motivation behind the octagonal

pyramid is the rapid and efficient computation of image features for classification,

and in this it offers many benefits.
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Chapter 4

Understanding Underwater Optical

Image Datasets

This chapter deals directly with reducing the “latency of understanding” paradigm in

robotic underwater imaging by providing a vehicle operator with mission-time visual

feedback of the survey environment. We cite recent advances in image compression

optimized for underwater acoustic communication [114] as enabling technology. Se-

lecting which images to send, however, requires efficient image processing algorithms

to run in situ on the vehicle. We first use our intuition from Chapter 2 and the

octagonal pyramid framework from Chapter 3 to design a novel lightweight image

description framework. Next, we implement this framework as the input to an online

navigation summary algorithm [55] to determine a subset of images that represent

the content of the entire dataset. We lastly demonstrate how this online summary

approach can be modified for building low-bandwidth semantic maps of the survey

environment.

4.1 Image Description

Image descriptors provide a means of distilling the large volume of information coded

in pixels into a more manageable space which has useful meaning. A common ap-

proach is to compute a set of features across the image and then form a histogram
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of their occurrences within the image. This is sometimes called a “bag of words”

model because its roots lie in document analysis. A document (image) is made up

words (features) comprising letters (pixels) that are created from a set vocabulary.

The relative frequency of the words within a document gives us insight to the context

of the document without explicitly knowing what order the words are written in.

While the use of words from dictionaries is quite straightforward, abstracting

this to features from “visual vocabularies” is not. Early work in texture analysis

called these visual words “textons” [82] and used their frequency of occurrance to

unify the view of texture as both a structural and a statistical phenomenon [64]. In

this framework, images are first convolved with filter banks of wavelets at different

scales, orientations and phases [93]. These responses can be made rotation invariant

by only considering the maximum response over a set of orientations [171]. The

filter responses are then clustered using k-means or similar clustering algorithm and

these cluster centers become the representative visual words or textons. To classify

a novel image, its filter response is quantized to a dictionary of these textons and

the histogram of textons is compared to a reference library of histograms for known

textures. The novel image is then classified according to the closest reference texture

in the library based on some distance metric.

There are several computational bottlenecks in this framework, the first being the

need for expensive filter bank convolutions. One solution is to use GPUs to accelerate

this process [102]. Another clever approach is to directly use image patches in place

of filter bank responses with the rationale that filter banks represent an unnecessary

reprojection of the information contained within small neighborhoods of pixels [170].

However, the quantization step still represents a significant computational require-

ment that scales with the size of the vocabulary. An interesting adaptation around

this is the use of local binary patterns (LBP) to describe pixel neighborhoods [121].

Sets of B pixel inequalities can be represented by a B-bit binary number which can

be efficiently mapped via look up table to a set of predefined pattern indices.

These methods so far represent dense image descriptors. However, sparse repre-

sentations based on only describing the regions around distinct keypoints have proven
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effective as well. Ideal keypoints are locations in images that can be detected repeat-

ably and are ideally invariant to changes in illumination and geometry. They are used

extensively for registering multiple images of the same scene together to form mosaics

[118, 131] as well as in solving simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) and

navigation [78, 134] problems. The rest of this section discusses the detection and

description of keypoints in the context of classifying images using orderless histogram

models.

4.1.1 Keypoint Detection

Good keypoints are structures such as corners and spots that will not change with

geometry or illumination. While edges represent distinct intensity boundaries in

images, point localization along an edge is difficult. Corners and edges can be detected

based on a local pixel window auto-correlation response function [65]. Edges occur

where this response is high in only one direction, whereas corners occur where this

response is high in several directions. Another approach is to detect extrema of the

Laplacian of Gaussian function across different image scales, which can be efficiently

approximated as the difference of Gaussians (DOG) [104]. This method, known as the

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), has been implemented using oversampled

image pyramids for finer scale resolution, shown in Figure 4-1. The DOG also detects

blobs and edges, so an additional edge-removal step must be performed after initial

keypoint detection. Furthermore, the location can be localized in space and scale for

improved repeatability [14].

Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) detects keypoints using integral images

to calculate box filters and estimate the determinant of the Hessian matrix [9]. It

operates at every octave and requires localization in space and scale for robustness

[14]. Following the theme of binary pixel comparisons, the FAST (Features from

Accelerated Segment Test) detector compares pixels in a discretized circle to the

value of a center pixel to detect corner pixels [140]. Studies have suggested these

faster techniques can sacrifice repeatability and localization accuracy [168].
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Figure 4-1: The oversampled pyramid for use in DOG keypoint detection. The orig-
inal image is convolved up two octaves using four convolutions, the differences com-
puted, and extrema detected at the two interior scales. The second highest scale is
then downsampled to form the base of the next octave’s pyramid. This scheme shows
a sample rate of two scales per octave, the implementation described used in SIFT
[104] uses three (5 convolutions per level) for slightly better performance.
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4.1.2 Keypoint Description

In addition to localization in position and scale, to uniquely describe a keypoint it

is necessary to define an orientation as well. This is commonly done by binning

locally weighted gradients by their magnitude and orientation and selecting the ori-

entation with the highest response [104]. Other approaches estimate the orientation

based on an intensity centroid [141]. Once the orientation has been determined, the

region around a keypoint can be extracted and resampled relative to that orienta-

tion and subsequently described in many ways. A common method is to divide the

extracted region into subregions and compute a histogram of gradients within each

region. SIFT does this with a 4× 4 region over 8 orientations, resulting in a 128 byte

descriptor. SURF does this with similar subregions but only for 4 “orientations”,∑
dx,
∑
dy,
∑
|dx| and

∑
|dy|, resulting in a 64 byte descriptor.

The widespread use of mobile phones for image content-based searching has mo-

tived the use of low-bit rate descriptors that can be transmitted using less bandwidth

than entire images [58]. Compressed Histogram of Gradients (CHOG) quantizes and

compressed the histogram binning to achieve a 60 bit descriptor [24]. Many binary de-

scriptors, similar in spirit to LBP, have been proposed including BRIEF [20], BRISK

[94], and ORB [141]. Each uses a different arrangement of local pixel inequalities. Bi-

nary descriptors are attractive for the added benefit that matching can be performed

very efficiently using the Hamming distance. However, they are very sensitive to noise

and require smoothing prior to computation. In our experiments with using binary

features as dense descriptors, we have also found that they introduce unwanted texton

frequency bias in low-contrast regions.

Keypoint descriptors are designed for creating unique a signature that can be

matched to the same keypoint in other images. In theory, the feature space of these

descriptors is “smooth” in the sense that small distances in the descriptor space

correspond to visually similar features, so non-exact or partial matches can still be

recognized. Furthermore, the coarser quantization of these descriptors should still

represent visually similar and meaningful categories of features. Similar to the texton
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approach, the orderless histogram of occurrences of these quantized descriptors can

help us infer the content of images. Much of this work has been done using quantized

SIFT features with vocabularies on the order of several hundred visual words [92,

152, 153].

4.1.3 Keypoint Detection With the Octagonal Pyramid

Following the SIFT framework for keypoint detection, we compute the difference of

Guassian (DOG) function for different scales of the octagonal pyramid. However,

while oversampled pyramid methods compute the DOG by differencing convolved

images at the same resolution, we compute the DOG directly at each level using a

discrete kernel approximation

DOG`=0 ≈
1

16


1 2 1

2 −12 2

1 2 1

 =
1

16


1 2 1

2 4 2

1 2 1

−


0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

 (4.1)

which can be efficiently computed in only 5 adds and 3 bit shifts per pixel. The

relative scale factor is roughly
√

2 which matches the scale resolution of the octagonal

pyramid. Furthermore, we need only compute this at the first level of the pyramid as

the recursive nature of the kernel will yield the same result at any higher level. Thus,

approximating the DOG for the entire octagonal pyramid requires only 8 adds and 4

bit shifts per pixel in the original level.

To achieve the same scale resolution, the oversampled pyramid, shown in Figure

4-1, must be convolved four times with Gaussians differing in scale by
√

2, spanning

a total of two octaves. These are then differenced to obtain the DOG at four levels,

from which extrema in the middle two levels can be calculated. The second highest

level, matching the scale of the next octave of the pyramid, is then downsampled by

two in each dimension, and the process continued. Assuming that each convolution

can be computed using a 5 × 5 separable kernel, the full pyramid can be computed

using ≈ 58 multiplies and 48 adds. The actual implementation uses five convolutions

per level resulting in three samples per scale octave, but the results of [104] suggest
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Figure 4-2: At left, the recursive structure of the octagonal pyramid. At right, the
14 neighbors of a pixel in the octagonal pyramid.

that there is only a slight difference in performance. Furthermore, other methods

have achieved acceptable results using two [94] and even one [9] sample per scale

octave.

The next step is to determine extrema as suitable keypoints in the pyramid struc-

ture. The cost of this check is proportional relative to the number of neighbors N at

each pixel and the total number of pixels P that must be checked. Actual costs will

vary depending on the image content. For an oversampled pyramid implementation,

each check compares a pixel with its 26 neighbors in a 3 × 3 × 3 cube at two scales

within each octave at a total of 21
3
P pixel locations. The octagonal pyramid, on the

other hand, has only 14 neighbors, as seen in Figure 4-2, and a total of P pixels loca-

tions. While checking less pixels comes at the cost of less spatial resolution, addition

steps must be taken in either case to accurately localize keypoints at a sub-pixel scale

[14].

An example of keypoint detection with SIFT’s oversampled pyramid scheme using

an off-the-shelf detector is shown at the top of Figure 4-3. These keypoints have

undergone a further edge-rejection step because the DOG function also responds

highly at edges. An example of keypoint detection using the octagonal pyramid
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framework is shown at the bottom of Figure 4-3. These keypoints have also undergone

a novel edge-rejection step which we describe in the following section. In both cases,

structures that are visually similar in appearance to corners and spots have been

detected.

4.1.4 Description with QuAHOGs

Quantizing keypoint descriptors for scene classification has traditionally used descrip-

tors designed for high discriminating power. However, it would seem that the effort to

first compute these descriptors, only to be subsequently quantized, could be stream-

lined by simply computing lower-dimensional descriptors at each keypoint in the first

place. Furthermore, these more compact descriptors could be computed using fast bi-

nary mapping schemes similar to LBP [121]. One argument against this is that control

over the quantization can increase performance for a given dataset because the cluster

centers can be “learned” from the data [119]. However, mapping to a predefined set

of patterns can be much faster and is more applicable to real-time applications such

as underwater exploration. Another interesting and potentially relevant adaptation

is recent work building online visual vocabularies [56, 106].

We proceed by extracting a 10 × 10 pixel region around each detected keypoint

in level ` from the next lowest level `− 1, shown in Figure 4-4 at left. Gradients and

orientations are then computed at the same level as the keypoint ` using the scheme

introduced in the previous chapter. In the current example we use 8 orientation

bins, the minimum possible using the octagonal pyramid due to the induced rota-

tion between levels. This angular binning scheme is extremely coarse and ill-suited

to reliably estimating keypoint orientation. However, at the moment we are inter-

ested in constructing a simple keypoint descriptor and 8 orientations provide ample

information for this.

These gradients and orientations are accumulated up 3 pyramid levels to a node

that is coincident with the keypoint location. This is analogous to the structure seen

on the left of Figure 4-2. We then Quantize this Accumulated Histogram of Orientated

Gradients (QuAHOG) using half the mean gradient value M̄ as a threshold to obtain
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Figure 4-3: Detected keypoints circled at their respective scales from SIFT (top) and
the octagonal pyramid (bottom). The number of keypoints detected in the lower
image was set to match the SIFT method.
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Figure 4-4: Example region extracted from around a keypoint (left). The red line
depicts the support of the gradients which are computed at each of the circular nodes.
Gradients and orientations are accumulated up the pyramid structure to obtain a
locally weighted histogram (right). For visual clarity, compare with the octagonal
pyramid structure shown in Figure 4-2 at left. The indices are ordered counter-
clockwise from right. The red line depicts the threshold of half the mean gradient.
This particular histogram will map to a “corner” when binarized.

an 8-bit binary code {
M(Θi) >

1

2
M̄
}
TQ→ Q (4.2)

which can be mapped using a look-up-table TQ to any number of pattern indices. Of

the 28 = 256 possible codes, there are 36 rotation invariant patterns, the same as

demonstrated using LBP [121]. These patterns are illustrated in Figure 4-5.

While implementing LBP, the designers found that certain patterns occurred more

frequently than others, constituting sometimes over 90% of all patterns found in

natural image scenes [121]. These 9 so-called “uniform” patterns correspond with the

top row of the figure. It is important to keep in mind that LBP quantizes individual

pixel values relative to a shared center pixel while QuAHOG quantizes a histogram

of gradient orientations. Thus, the relative frequency of pattern occurrences will

differ as well. We have found that, along with edge (cyan), corner (yellow), and

spot (red) patterns, bar patterns (green) occur frequently as well. When creating

our histograms, we use “soft binning” to assign each orientation’s gradient to the

2 adjacent bins, noting that is leads to greater pattern stability. This subsequently
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Figure 4-5: The 36 rotation invariant Quantized Accumulated Histograms of Orien-
tated Gradients. Patterns can be categorized as edges (cyan), corner (yellow), spots
(red), bars (green), and miscellaneous (darker blue). Some patterns do not occur as
a result of soft binning (dark grey) and thresholding (light grey). The top row is
analogous to the “uniform” patterns of [121].

results in some patterns (dark grey) that are impossible. Furthermore, “flat” regions

(light gray) will also not occur in the given threshold scheme. The rest of the patterns

(darker blue) are binned in a “miscellaneous” category.

Computing the QuAHOG at each keypoint is an efficient operation. The gradient

and orientation are computed using 5 adds and 2 bit shifts for each of 32 locations

shown in Figure 4-4. An 8-bin orientation histogram is then accumulated up 3 levels

of 12, 4, and 1 pixel each, using 3 adds and 1 bit shift for each pixel. The half mean

gradient can be obtained with 7 adds and 1 bit shift, and the binary code obtained

through 8 more pixel differences. For the 10 × 10 region, this amounts to a total of

less than 6 operations per pixel.

This QuAHOG can serve 2 useful purposes. On one hand, it can be used to reject

edges and bars detected by the DOG extrema for returning more reliable keypoints, as

demonstrated in Figure 4-3. In this situation, it would be wise to use more orientations
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Figure 4-6: Keypoints detected from DOG extrema using the octagonal pyramid
and color coded by QuAHOG type as edges (cyan), corners (yellow), spots (red),
bars (green), and miscellaneous (darker blue). Less keypoints are shown for better
visualization.

so that a more reliable estimate of keypoint orientation can be obtained. Also, the

keypoint could be further localized in space and scale using a similar method to

[14]. These are necessary precursors to computing a robust descriptor for reliably

matching keypoints in different images. While feature matching is outside the scope

of this thesis, we are quite mindful that it would be a useful capability on a robotic

imaging platform for odometry as well as waypoint-based navigation, and plan to

pursue this adaptation in future work.

On the other hand, by rejecting edges and bars, we are rejecting effectively free

information about the content of the image. Edges and bars are primitive shapes

commonly used in texture analysis [93, 171, 170] so their distribution relative to

other primitive shapes like corners and spots should provide useful information for

classification. Figure 4-6 shows keypoints detected in the same manner as before, but

includes previous rejected edges and bars color coded by QuAHOG type.

Histograms of gradients are attractive descriptors because, being weighted aver-

ages over local windows, they are tolerant to localization errors both in scale and in
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space. Thus, our results should not suffer as a result of not better localizing the key-

point to the sub-pixel scale. We are also able to ignore any errors we may incur from

our coarse orientation estimate by making our simple descriptor rotation invariant.

For our work, we use a set of 14 QuAHOGs comprising the 2 edges, 4 corners, 1 spot,

6 bars, and an additional miscellaneous category for all other patterns.

4.2 Navigation Summaries

A robotic vehicle capturing one still image every few seconds can easily generate

thousands of images within a matter of hours. This sheer volume of data presents

a formidable obstacle to any individual attempting to gain an understanding of the

survey environment. Often, when a vehicle operator obtains a dataset for the first

time, their instinct is to quickly scan thumbnails of the images for any that “pop

out.” While this can be useful, it is not necessarily the best or fastest way to obtain

images that “represent” the data in a meaningful way. In this section, we explore

the use of navigation summaries [55, 57, 125] to obtain a small subset of images that

can serve as the basis for low-bandwidth semantic maps to give an operator a fast,

high-level understanding of the survey environment while a mission is still underway.

4.2.1 Clustering Data

Clustering can be viewed as an unsupervised compression strategy that allows multi-

dimensional data to be quantized to one of several discrete distributions by defining a

distance metric between samples and minimizing some measure of that distance. We

can think of each image as a data point characterized by some distribution of features,

such as a quantized descriptor (which itself could have been obtained through clus-

tering). One of the most well-known clustering algorithms is the K-means algorithm

which seeks to find a set of cluster centers that minimize the within-class distances

between each cluster center and the members of its representative class [34]. While

this method has been extremely useful in generating texton dictionaries, the fact that

the cluster centers are not guaranteed to fall on a data point makes mapping back to
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single a representative image for each class difficult. A similar algorithm, k-medoids,

only considers data points as potential cluster centers, and is more useful for gener-

ating representative images. Both of these methods require the number of cluster to

be set a priori.

Other methods seek to determine the number of clusters based on the natural

structure of the data. Affinity propagation accomplishes this by picking “exemplars”

that are suggested by nearby data points [51] and has found use in building texton

vocabularies [102]. Hierarchical methods have also been used to learn objects [151],

scenes [43], and underwater habitats [132] based on topic models using Latent Dirich-

let Allocation (LDA) [10]. However, a drawback of all methods mentioned thus far

is that they operate upon a static dataset. This “offline” approach is ill-suited to

real-time robotic imaging because it offers no way to characterize the dataset until

after all the data has been collected.

Clustering data in an “online” fashion provides two important things. One, it

allows data to be processed continuously throughout the missions, reducing the com-

putational load at any given time. Second, at any point in time it provides a summary

of the imagery captured thus far by the vehicle. A drawback to online methods is that

they offer less guarantees of stability and are ultimately dependent upon the order in

which images are presented to the algorithm [178]. The worst-case scenario for online

approaches would be for the most extreme data points to occur first, followed by

interior points which become poorly represented. Luckily, many natural underwater

environments are highly redundant with habitat domains that persist across many

frames. One possible approach uses incremental clustering of topic models using LDA

[125]. We are particularly interested in recent work on navigation summaries [55, 57]

which operate on the concept of “surprise” which we explain next.

4.2.2 Surprise-Based Online Summaries

An event can be said to be “surprising” because it happens unexpectedly. The idea of

what is expected can be modeled as a probability distribution over a set of variables

and considered as prior knowledge about the world. When a novel event occurs, it
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augments this body of knowledge and creates a slightly different posterior knowledge

of the world. If the amount of knowledge added by any single event is large enough,

that event can be said to be unexpected and thus is “surprising.”

This concept has been formalized in a Bayesian framework as the difference be-

tween the posterior and prior models of the world [71]. For measuring this difference,

the Kullback-Leibler divergence, or relative entropy, was shown to correlate with an

attraction of human attention,

dKL(p ‖ q) =
∑
x

p(x)log
p(x)

q(x)
(4.3)

where p(x) is the posterior model, q(x) is the prior model, and x is some observed

variable over which distributions can be computed. Rather than modeling the prior

knowledge Π− as a single distribution P (F ) over a set of features F , we follow [55]

and model it over each member of summary set S containing M members.

Π− = {P (F |S1), · · ·P (R|SM)} (4.4)

The posterior knowledge Π+ is simply the union of prior knowledge with the new

observation Z

Π+ = {P (F |S1), · · ·P (R|SM), P (F |Z)} (4.5)

The set theoretic surprise ξ can be defined as the Hausdorff distance between the

posterior and prior distribution using the KL divergence as a distance metric [55].

The Hausdorff metric is a measure of the distance between two sets based on the

greatest possible difference between one point in the first set to the nearest point on

the other sets. Since the prior and posterior sets differ only by Z, the surprise can be

simply expressed as the KL distance between observation Z and the nearest summary

image in S. This distance is illustrated graphically in Figure 4-7.

ξ(Z|S) = inf
π−∈Π−

dKL
(
P (F |Z) ‖ π−

)
(4.6)

When a new observation’s surprise exceeds a threshold, it is added to the summary
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Figure 4-7: Visual illustration of surprise, defined as the distance of the nearest
member of set S to Z measured by the KL divergence. The surprise is a measure
of information gain from a new observation based on a summary set of existing hy-
potheses.

set. The threshold is generally set as the lowest value of surprise in the current

summary. That member of the old summary set with the lowest surprise is then

removed and replaced by the new observation, and the surprise threshold set to the

next least-surprising member of the summary set. In this manner, a temporally global

summary of the images is maintained at all times [55].

4.2.3 Mission Summaries

We implemented this navigation summary on a 3000+ image dataset collected by the

towed camera system SeaSLED, shown in Figure 4-8 in the Marguerite Bay area of

the west Antarctic Peninsula in December 2010. The system was towed from a ship

at an average of 3 meters altitude from the seafloor. However, due to ship motion

and unpredictable topography, there is a large variation in the altitude, much more

than an AUV usually might experience. We truncated the data to only include about

2500 images captured at altitudes between 1.5 and 4 meters, approximately the range

within which our assumption of no addition scattering is valid.

For each image, we computed keypoints using the octagonal pyramid framework

as discussed above. The 1000 keypoints with the highest DOG response were then
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Figure 4-8: The SeaSLED towed camera system.

described as one of the 14 QuAHOG patterns. A global histogram was then computed

for the entire image. Considering that images are captured every 3 seconds, the total

mission time to capture 2800 images is over 2 hours. With the current state of the art

in acoustic image transmission being approximately one full-resolution 1-megapixel

image every 15 minutes [114], we estimate that about 8 images could be transmitted

back within the course of a mission. Therefore, we set the summary set size to 8.

The summary set is initialized with the first 8 images and their corresponding

surprise values are set to the smallest surprise measured relative to the set of images

before it. Progress then continues throughout the rest of the data until the surprise

threshold is exceeded by a novel image. When this happens, the novel surprising

image is incorporated into the summary set, the least surprising image removed, and

the surprise threshold augmented to the new lowest surprise value within the set, as

described previously. Figure 4-9 plots the surprise value and threshold throughout the

course of the mission. As more of the environment is surveyed, the more surprising

a new image must be to become incorporated into the summary set. The set of 8

summary images is shown in Figure 4-10. Images correspond to a spectrum of sandy

and rocky areas.

In a real-world mission scenario, this summary set would be useful for a vehicle

operator to glance at immediately after the vehicle is recovered to get a general

understanding of the survey environment. However, we are interested not only in
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Figure 4-9: Surprise as a function of image number. The threshold of surprise grows
as more images are incorporated into the summary set.

Table 4.1: Summary set membership.

Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Members 1897 10 9 35 531 5 2 1

a summary set, but a set that can serve as a map basis as well. If we attribute

membership of each non-summary image to the most similar summary set image,

described in more detail later, we see that both common and salient images are

represented in this scheme. Table 4.1 shows the number of members for each summary

set index. Membership in sets 1 and 5 clearly dominate, while set 8 represents an

outlying image, probably because of the high “bar” frequencies from the filamentous

object that are not present in the other images. Randomly selected example members

of the two dominant sets are shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 and a plot of membership

attribution for each non-summary image displayed by depth is shown in Figure 4-13.

Right away it is evident that the shallower regions are predominantly sandy while the

deeper regions are composed of rockier substrate.

There are several drawbacks to this approach that make it ill-suited in its current

form for picking images to transmit during a mission. First, the summary represents a

dynamic set of images, so there is no guarantee that an image that is transmitted will
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Figure 4-10: The 8 summary images produced by the algorithm.
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Figure 4-11: Example summary set images from set 1.
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Figure 4-12: Example summary images from set 5.
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Figure 4-13: Summary set attribution for each non-summary image displayed by
depth, color coded by summary index.

remain a member of the summary set throughout the rest of the mission. Second,

simply transmitting images based on the highest “surprise” value can result in a

handful of “outlier” images that are not representative of the dominant habitats in a

survey. Lastly, if our goal is to use these summary images as the bases for building

a semantic map to spatially characterize the survey environment, we need a means

of reliably classifying non-summary images online as well. In the next section, we

discuss several modifications to the online summary scheme of [55, 57] that enable

mission-time visual feedback using low-bandwidth semantic maps.

4.3 Semantic Maps

Our overarching goal is to reduce the “latency of understanding” between when un-

derwater images are captured by a robotic vehicle and when an operator gains an

understanding of the survey environment. Given recent advances in image compres-

sion optimized for acoustic transmission underwater [114], we assume that one image

can be transmitted every 15 minutes during a mission. We approach the problem

of selecting which images to transmit in the context of a modified online navigation
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summary based on the work of Girdhar and Dudek [55, 57]. Ultimately, we demon-

strate a system which can produce spatial maps of the survey environment based on

a subset of summary images.

4.3.1 Modified Navigation Summaries

Our first modification is to represent each non-summary image with a member of the

summary set. Assuming that we have navigation data available to be transmitted as

well, we can combine these representations with the approximate vehicle position to

create spatial coverage maps based on the summary set. Intuitively, a non-summary

image should be best represented by the summary image that is most similar. How-

ever, our current definition of surprise is not a true distance metric because it lacks

symmetry. Therefore, we follow [57] and use a symmetric measure of surprise

dKL,sym(p ‖ q) =
1

2

(
dKL(p ‖ q) + dKL(q ‖ p)

)
. (4.7)

Representing a non-summary image by its nearest neighboring summary in this

way can be thought of as minimizing the surprise one would have when looking

through all the non-summary images represented by a given summary image.

We next must determine which summary images to transmit. Obviously, it is

desirable to transmit the first image as soon as possible to minimize the latency of

understanding for the operator. However, early in the mission the surprise threshold

grows rapidly as the algorithm determines which images best represent the data, as

seen in Figure 4-17. Thus, we propose to wait until the surprise threshold does not

change for a specified number of images, implying that the vehicle is imaging consis-

tent terrain that could be represented well by a single image. Using the summary set

size M as a threshold is a simple and natural choice.

For subsequent images, we assume that the vehicle will be ready to transmit

another image after a set number of frames. If imagery is captured every 3 seconds

and can be transmitted every 15 minutes, this means that one summary image can

be transmitted approximately every 300 frames. We would like to choose a summary
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image that is different enough from the previously transmitted summary images while

at the same time represents enough non-summary images to make it a worthwhile

choice for a map basis. Figure 4-14 illustrates two extreme cases. If the summary

set that represents the most non-summary images is chosen, the blue circle, there is

no guarantee that it is different enough from the previously transmitted summary

images. As before, we can formulate our choice to minimize the surprise one would

have when looking through the other summary images. We are effectively choosing

a summary subset within the summary set. However, simply choosing the summary

image that minimizes this surprise does not guarantee that it represents enough non-

summary images to make it a useful basis for the map. Hence, we select the summary

set that both minimizes the Haussdorff distance when the summary set is partitioned

into subsets as well as represents enough non-summary images to exceed a given

threshold. As before, we simply use the summary set size M as a minimum acceptable

value.

Selecting good summary images to transmit is important because these images will

be used to represent the entire dataset for the duration of the mission. Furthermore,

this means that, as new summary images are added to the summary set, previously

transmitted summary images should not be removed from the summary set given

the high cost of transmitting an image. Subsequently, after a summary image is

transmitted, it becomes “static,” as opposed to the other “dynamic” summary images.

To ensure this at runtime, both the surprise value and the number of non-summary

images that “static” summary image represents are set to infinity.

Online summary methods do not require distances to be recomputed for all ex-

isting data points when new data appears which is one quality that makes them

attractive for power-limited underwater robots. Thus, when a new summary is added

to the set, we would rather not lose the information we have gained by simply re-

moving the least-surprising summary image and the non-summary images that it

represents. Instead, we propose to merge it with the nearest summary image so that

it and its non-summary images all become non-summary images represented by the

nearest summary image.
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Figure 4-14: Visual illustration of our symmetric surprise-based method for choosing
summary image to transmit. The grey square indicates a previously transmitted or
“static” set. Circles indicate untransmitted or “dynamic” sets whose size is propor-
tional to the number of non-summary images they represent. Choosing the largest
summary set, the blue circle, is not guaranteed to full characterize the diversity within
the dataset. Choosing the summary set that minimizes the Haussdorff distance, the
red circle and lines, between the subsequent classes will often pick the most surpris-
ing summary image, but this set is not guaranteed to represent enough non-summary
images to contribute usefully to the semantic map. We elect to use the Haussdorff
distance, but threshold the minimum number of non-summary images, shown by the
green circle and lines.
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Figure 4-15: Non-summary images directly attributed to a summary set (red) and
indirectly attributed to a summary set via a merge (blue) for a summary set size of
16. The black lines show the vehicle’s mission track, beginning at (0,0) in the lower
right and proceeding towards the upper left.

We implemented this new approach on a 2800 image dataset collected by the

SeaBED AUV [150] in 2003 in the Stellwagen Marine Sanctuary. The survey consisted

of multiple track lines over various habitats composed of boulders, rubble, sand, and

mud. Imagery was captured every 3 seconds from approximately 3 meters altitude.

Since each transmitted summary image becomes a static set, we use a larger summary

set to maintain flexibility in the summary throughout the mission, in this case a

summary size of 16 rather than 8 images. In practice, we found that straightforward

merging can result in summary images representing large groups of non-summary

images being absorbed by new summary images that do not represent many non-

summary images. This phenomenon is shown for in Figure 4-15 where the red dots

indicate non-summary images which were directly attributed to a summary image

and the blue dots represent non-summary images which were indirectly attributed to

a summary image via a merge.

Such an occurrence is less than ideal for creating consistent maps. Thus, we
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Figure 4-16: Symmetric surprise between all images (left) and symmetric surprise
between all images (center) using only the surprise values from their representative
summary set (right).

advocate a greedy approach whereby, when merging two summary images, the one

that represents more non-summary images remains a summary image. In the case

of the least surprising summary image being chosen, the surprise threshold will not

increase. To show that our overall approach preserves distance information, we plot

the symmetric surprise distance between all 2800 images in Figure 4-16. At left,

distances have been calculated between each image. At right, distances have been

calculated between a summary set of 16 images. At center, the distances for each

image have been set based on their representative summary image’s distance. Re-

markably, the structure within the dataset is preserved quite well given the almost

30,000:1 compression ratio.

4.3.2 Generating Semantic Maps

We have described modifications which enable us to select summary images to trans-

mit that characterize the diversity in the dataset and will not change as additional

summary images are added and merged. After the first image is transmitted and

received, an operator has an initial understanding of the survey environment. Af-

ter the second image is transmitted and received, additional scalar data containing

navigation and classification information can be compressed and transmitted as well,

providing the operator with ample information to begin to construct a spatial map

of the survey environment. The classification masks exhibit high redundancy and
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Figure 4-17: Surprise as a function of image number. The threshold of surprise grows
as more images are incorporated into the summary set.

covariance so they can be compressed at high rates. These data can be transmitted

using very little bandwidth with the techniques presented in [144] and [114].

Figure 4-17 shows the surprise values and threshold and Figure 4-18 shows the

resulting progressive semantic maps created after each subsequent image and corre-

sponding data are transmitted. Because the transmitted summary images become

static, to allow freedom in the dynamic summary images we set the summary set size

M to approximately twice the number of images we anticipate to transmit, in this

case 16. The first image (red) was transmitted when the surprise threshold stabilized

after 147 images. Each subsequent transmitted image was chosen after 300 frames

had elapsed, simulating a realistic 15 minute transmission interval [114]. The first

map is based on the first (red) and second (green) images, the second on the first

three, and so on, until all 9 images are used.

Some of these classes are similar and the operator may wish to merge them for

visual clarity. In Figure 4-19 the 9 transmitted images have been heuristically merged

into 5 distinct classes: (from top to bottom at right) sand, piled boulders, lone

boulders in sand, mud, and rubble. From the complete mosaic and the bathymetric

map, it is clear that the piled boulders correspond to the tops of ridges. Depths in
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Figure 4-18: Semantic maps created after each subsequent image is transmitted (top)
with summary images and respective color codes (bottom).
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the bathymetric map range from 60 meters (warmer hues) to 70 meters (colder hues).

Between these ridges are sandy areas, all of which are bordered by mud and smaller

rubble.

This level of dataset understanding would be extremely valuable for an operator

to possess during a mission. For instance, if the boulder fields were of particular

interest to a scientist, the vehicle could be issued a redirect command to resurvey

that area at higher resolution. Conversely, if a particular substrate of interest is not

being imaged, the mission can be terminated and the vehicle recovered and relocated

to another area. Furthermore, upon recovery of the vehicle, the operator has a fully

classified dataset with additional summary images as well. The non-summary images

represented by each summary images can be browsed to check the class validity.

Several randomly selected non-summary images have been chosen from each of the 5

summary sets in Figure 4-19 and are shown in the subsequent figures.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have proposed a novel method for keypoint detection and de-

scription that utilizes the octagonal pyramid for increased efficiency over existing

pyramid-based methods. We show that image description using quantized keypoint

descriptors like SIFT and SURF can also be accomplished using compact forward-

mapped patterns that represent similar shapes to texture primitives used in texture

analysis. This hypothesis is tested on real data and shown to produce meaningful

results when implemented in the context of online summaries. Lastly, we show how

summary algorithms can be modified to produce semantic maps of the seafloor to

inform an operator of the survey environment throughout the course of a mission.

For future research, we are very interested in pursuing the octagonal pyramid

approach for higher-quality keypoint detection and description. We have intentionally

designed the QuAHOG as an intermediate step in this process, with the intention of

an integrated system for a fast image processing framework that shares information

for navigation, classification, and other goals. We have observed that the recursive
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Figure 4-19: Photomosaic (left) and bathymetry (middle left) of the entire mission.
The final semantic map (middle right) using 9 images which have been heuristically
merged into 5 distinct classes (right) and color coded.
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Figure 4-20: Example imagery from the heuristically merged ”sand” class.
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Figure 4-21: Example imagery from the heuristically merged ”piled boulders” class.
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Figure 4-22: Example imagery from the heuristically merged ”boulders and sand”
class.
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Figure 4-23: Example imagery from the heuristically merged ”rubble” class.
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Figure 4-24: Example imagery from the heuristically merged ”mud” class.
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DOG kernel becomes less faithful at higher pyramid levels, so increasing the kernel

size or exploring other arrangements could yield improved keypoint detection.

While the image field of view provides an arbitrary and convenient spatial extent

within which to compute orderless representations, searching within images using

the online summary approach could reduce the size of an image required to charac-

terize a semantic habitat class, allowing more classes to be transmitted for a finer

map. Furthermore, this would naturally lead towards early object detection as well.

The octagonal pyramid provides a recursive structure for computing locally weighted

feature histograms and its non-rectangular pixel spacing could offer improved local-

ization relative to similar multigrid methods [63]. In addition, expanding our simple

descriptor to include color or other textural information as well would increase its

discriminating power.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

This thesis makes contributions to the field of autonomous underwater robotics by

describing a framework that can be used to reduce the “latency of understanding,”

or the time delay between when an image is captured and when it is finally “un-

derstood” by an operator. This latency is propagated from two sources: first, from

the low-bandwidth of the acoustic communication channel which greatly restricts the

throughput of data; second, from the large volume of image data that must be ana-

lyzed. The second source has been addressed by numerous automated classification

algorithms designed to annotate image data in an offline post-processed sense. The

first source has been addressed by recent compression work allowing a small set of im-

ages to be transmitted over the course of a mission. We have addressed both of these

sources by describing a lightweight framework designed to run in real time aboard a

robotic vehicle that can generate a semantic environmental map based on a subset of

representative images.

5.1 Contributions

We first considered the origins of illumination and attenuation artifacts in underwa-

ter imagery that must be corrected for prior to human or computer analysis. After

building a detailed model of underwater image formation, we reviewed the existing

literature of correction techniques in the context of the location, platform, and goals
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of the user. We then presented a novel correction method for robotic imaging plat-

forms based on a strong physical model, additional sensor information, overlapping

imagery, and estimated system and environmental parameters. What sets this work

apart from existing methods of correction is how we treat the artifacts of illumination

and attenuation separately. Furthermore, unlike other inverse modeling techniques

such as frame averaging which estimates the illumination and attenuation compo-

nents together as the average of many images, the parameters which we estimate,

the attenuation coefficients and the beam pattern of the strobe, represent meaningful

physical quantities.

Next, we introduce a novel image pyramid framework we call the octagonal pyra-

mid based on an exotic hierarchical discrete correlation sampling geometry. We

demonstrate how this framework can be used to build gradient and color features

faster than existing methods from raw underwater imagery. In addition, we use in-

tuition gained from the previous chapter to address the topic of illumination and

attenuation invariant features for underwater images. Through the combination of

these components we are able to build a more efficient pipeline for underwater im-

age processing on small power-limited robots, with a theoretical order of magnitude

decrease in complexity in some cases.

Lastly, we show how this framework could be implemented to construct efficient

features as inputs to an algorithm that produces a set of online summary images that

can be used to generate a semantic map of the survey environment. Our approach is

unique because it demonstrates that a simple, forward-mapped pattern vocabulary

can be used to produce meaningful results without relying on complex descriptors

that must be first learnt and then subsequently quantized into a dictionary. Fur-

thermore, this work augments the visual summary literature under the assumption

that summary images, navigation data, and classification masks can all be trans-

mitted back at some rate during a mission. While existing techniques approach the

visual summary problem strictly as a visual summary problem, we approach it from

a compression standpoint in the context of a robot vehicle’s ability to communicate a

high-level understanding of its environment given the limitations of acoustic modems.
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Our work represents an enhancement of the capabilities of robotic vehicles to explore

new environments and improve the quality of operator involvement during vehicle

missions.

5.2 Future Work

The use of imagery to map the change in attenuation coefficients both geographically

and temporally is a potential area for future research. Furthermore, these methods

could be applied to historical images as well, provided that there is sufficient overlap in

the imagery and the imaging system is somewhat well-characterized. This information

could be useful for characterizing biological productivity or other variables of interest

to scientists.

The correction techniques we propose are effectively spatially varying white bal-

ances, and the opponent log color space we implement separates contrast from color

chromaticities. While we demonstrated that working in the log intensity space (for

images with little or no additive scattering) is invariant to illumination and attenua-

tion artifacts and useful for classification, it was suggested that a single attenuation-

invariant axis lacked the discriminating power to be useful for classifying certain

organisms. Furthermore, there is a trade-off between the computationally costly pa-

rameter estimation plus full correction method we present and our efficient assumption

of a single path length over the entire image. The latter leads to hue and saturation

errors in the corners and edges of the image and overal bias based on image color con-

tent if range information is ignored. This framework could be improved upon using

a fast approximation of scene depth and attenuation based on image color content

assuming that attenuation induces a translation along a single axis in opponent log

chromaticity space. Another possible approach could utilize an online summary of

colors for simultaneous attenuation invariance and classification.

A distinct course of future work is to improve the keypoint detection and descrip-

tion pipeline using the octagonal pyramid framework. While our DOG approximation

is efficient, the effective kernel it induces at the original level decreases in fidelity at
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higher pyramid levels. Increasing the support of the original DOG kernel would both

produce a more faithful approximation of the DOG as well as provide higher spa-

tial sampling per scale as each pyramid level would subsequently represent a higher

scale factor, potentially reducing the need for additional localization for some appli-

cations. This framework for lightweight real-time image processing has applications

far beyond underwater robotics in areas such as aerial robotics, smart phones, and

wearable computers.

We hope to implement this framework on a physical embedded system aboard a

vehicle. One realization is to operate directly off the image buffer in the sealed camera

pressure housing. If images were processed and stored in the same housing as the

camera, this scenario would limit the required information transfer between pressure

housings on vehicles, which are often highly modular, only sharing compressed sum-

mary images and the accompanying semantic map. This implementation also makes

the camera unit more modular and applicable to other monitoring applications such

as moored or cabled observatories that are continuously collecting image data and

storage constraints become problematic over long timescales.

Another way we could utilize acoustic modems and image compression techniques

to reduce the latency of understanding is to continuously transmit a low-bandwidth

descriptor for each image as it is captured. This concept has roots in the mobile visual

search paradigm where a descriptor is sent to a server in place of the query image itself.

In this scenario, the online clustering (or even repeated offline clusterings) would be

performed on the ship where power and computational resources can be virtually

unlimited and thus a better set of representative cluster centers can be obtained. The

vehicle can then be queried to compress and transmit these representative images

during the mission.
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